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Introduction 
It is well known that the theory of smooth manifolds is incapable in dealing 
with the classical singularity problem in relativistic cosmology and relativistic 
astrophysics (see, for instance, [8, 29]). To overcome this problem, attempts 
have been made to obtain a more general and geometrically manageable 
concept than the traditional manifold concept. It is to this end that Aron-
szajn [1] and Marshall (16] developed the theory of the so-called sub-cartesian 
spaces that essentially are manifolds with "singularities" such as piecewise 
manifolds and quasianalytic sets of !R.n. In the spirit of this generalization, 
Sikorski [27] proposed the so-called differential space (or d-space, for short) 
by dropping the axiom forcing the manifold to be locally diffeomorphic to 
the Euclidean space of some dimension. 
Any subset of !R.n is a d-space, and there are many d-spaces which cannot 
be embedded in any Euclidean differential manifold. This makes the dif-
ferential space concept a suitable tool to deal with the classical singularity 
problem. One should notice that space-time with its singular boundary is no 
longer a differentiable manifold, but it can be viewed as a differential space. 
Singularities (at least regular and some quasi-regular singularities) need not 
be considered as belonging to "singular boundaries" of space-time, but can 
be regarded as "internal domains" of a corresponding differential space (see 
(5]). 
The aim of this work is to show the applicability of differential space 
theory in relativistic cosmology. As we will see, the notion of differential 
space enables us to investigate problems in differential geometry where dif-
ferentiable manifolds do not suffice; for instance a geometrical analysis of 
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quasi-regular singularities is possible within this framework. In this respect, 
we devote some time to the quasi-regular singularities of both the cosmic 
string and closed Friedman world. According to the classification scheme 
developed by Ellis and Schmidt [3], quasi-regular singularities are defined as 
those points of space:.time through which no space-time extension is posssible 
altough the local geometry is well behaved as one approaches the singularity 
point. An observer approaching such a singularity has no warning until his 
history abruptly comes to an end (see [6]). 
We organize our material in the following way. In Chapter 1, we give, 
for the reader's convenience, a short account of the theory of differential 
spaces. The book by Sikorski presents differential geometry in terms of d-
spaces. Here we give only necessary definitions and theorems, providing a 
background for the following chapters. In Chapter 2, we define smooth forms 
on differential spaces. We begin with the cartesian products of differential 
spaces, which help us introduce bundles in the category of differential spaces. 
Chapter 2 ends up with the construction of a graded algebra where exterior 
differentiation and pull-back operations are allowed. Chapter 3 deals with 
linear connections and Riemannian geometry. It is in this chapter that we 
discuss the Riemannian and Lorentzian structures carried by a differential 
space. In Chapter 4, we effectively construct two space-time models (those 
of a cosmic string and the closed Friedman world) in terms of differential 
spaces. 
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Chapter 1 
BASIC THEORY OF 
DIFFERENTIAL SPACES. 
A smooth manifold is a set which is locally diffeomorphic to a smooth Eu-
clidean space. This local resemblance of a differentiable manifold to a Euc-
lidean space doesn't play any role when formulating many concepts of differ-
ential geometry. By dropping this property in the definition of the manifold 
concept, one obtains the so-called differential space. Many definitions and 
theorems related to differentiable manifolds preserve their contents almost 
untouched in the context of differential spaces (see [27]). Of course, every 
differentiable manifold is a differential space, but not vice-versa. 
In this chapter, we define the concept of differential spaces and show how 
it generalizes the time-honoured manifold concept. In section 1.2, we speak 
of differential bases ~n differential spaces. It is easy to see that differential 
bases on d-spaces are linearly independent, i.e. if Fo is a differential basis 
and f E Fo, then f is linearly independent of the other functions of Fo. 
Chapter 1 closes with vector fields and tensor fields on differential spaces, 
which are more general than vector fields and tensor fields on manifolds. 
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1.1 Preliminary Definitions. 
We recall necessary definitions and theorems from the theory of differential 
spaces_ 
Let M be a non-empty set and F a non-empty subset of IRM (IRM is the 
collection of all set maps f : M 1---+ IR)_ The initial topology on M inherited 
from IR using the functions in F will be denoted by 7)::_ 
We will assume, throughout this section, that the space M is endowed 
with the topology TT, defined by a family F of real-valued functions on M_ 
Definition 1.1. [26] A real-valued function f : A 1---+ IR, where A c M, is 
said to be a local F-function on A provided, for every point pEA, there exist. 
a neighbourhood U of p in the subspace A and a function 9 E F such that 
flu = glu -
The set of all local F-functions on A will be denoted by FA- One can easily 
see that FIA C FA; in particular, Fe FM. 
Note that we can restate Definition 1.1. as follows: a function f defined. 
on a set A C M is a local F-function provided there exists an open covering 
U of the space A, such that for every set U E U there exists a function 
gu E F with flu = gulu. 
Proof_ Let's take f E (FB)A. For any point pEA, there is a neighbourhood 
U of p in A such that flu = glu, for some 9 E FB- Since 9 E FB, there exist 
a neigbourhood V of pin B and a function h E F such that glv =hlv- But 
W := Un V is a neighbourhood of p in A and flw = h Iw, which means that 
f E FA- Therefore (FB)A C FA-
Now let's show that FA C (FB)A- Given f E FA and p a point in A, there 
exist a neighbourhood U of p in A and a function 9 E F such that flu = glu-
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But since U cAe B, and h := 91B E FIB C FB is such that flu = hlu, it 
follows that f E (FB)A, i.e. FA C (FB)A. 0 
Proposition 1.1. [fV is an open covering of M, f is a function defined on' 
M, and flv E Fv for every V E V, then f E FM. 
Proof. Let p be a point in M. There exists a neighbourhood V E V such 
that p E V. Since flv E Fv, it follows that there is a neighbourhood U of p 
in V such that flu = glu, for some 9 E F; therefore f E FM. 0 
Proposition 1.1. asserts that if locally a function comes from F, it must 
be in F. This is a sheaf property. 
Definition 1.2. [26] The pair (M, F) is said to be a differential space (d-
space, for short) provided that 
(i) Fis closed with respect to localization, i. e. F = F M I 
(ii) F is closed with respect to composition with smooth functions on IRn, 
n E IN, i.e., if iI, ... , fn E F and w is a smooth real-valued function 
(= coo - function ) defined on IRn, then the composition 
for any p E M, is a function in F. 
The set F is called the differential structure on M. 
Let 
The axiom (ii) becomes simply 
sc:F = F. 
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Example 1.1. The pair (IR\en), n E IN, where en = COO(IR\ IR), i.e., the 
set of all infinitely differentiable functions on IRn I is a differential space. The 
d-space (IRn, en) is called the Euclidean differential space. 
Proof. Any function which is locally Coo on IRn, must be Coo on all IRn, i.e., 
en = (en)IRn. It is also clear that any composition of Coo-functions is also 
Coo. Therefore se en = en. 0 
Example 1.2. Let (M, A) be a Coo-n-dimensional differentiable manifold, 
where A is an atlas on M. The ring F of all smooth functions on M defined 
by 
F:= {f: M ~ IRlf 0 cp-l E en, for all chart (U,cp) E A} 
determines a differential structure on M. The differential structure F is said 
to be determined by the atlas A. 
Proof. First we need to show that the necessary and sufficient condition for 
every function f : M ~ IR to be smooth, is that for every chart (U, cp) E 
A, f 0 cp-l be smooth, f E F. Indeed, if f is smooth, f 0 cp-l is smooth 
since cp is a diffeomorphism. On the other hand, if we assume that f 0 cp-l 
is smooth , then flu = (I 0 cp-l) 0 cp E Fu; and since the U's form an open 
covering of M, f E F. 
Now let's prove that F is a differential structure on M. Take f E FM. For 
every p E M, there is an open neighbourhood V of p such that flv = glv, 
for some 9 E F. If (U, cp) is a chart, then (V n U, cp) is also a chart and 
f 0 cp-llvnu = 9 0 cp-llvnu E en. It follows that f E F. Therefore FM C F. 
The inclusion se F F is easy. Indeed, take wEen and fl," ., fn E F, 
n E IN. Since fi 0 cp-l E en for every chart (U, cp), (w 0 (11," ., fn)) 0 cp-l = 
WO (11 0 cp-l, ... , fn Ocp-l) E en. Therefore wo (Ill' .. , fn) E F and se Fe F. 
o 
As it is well known from the theory of manifolds, subsets of differentiable 
manifols are not, generally speaking, differentiable manifolds. But in the 
differential spaces context, differential structures can be induced from a base 
space to a subset. 
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Proposition 1.2. [26, 9] If(M,:F) is a differential space and A an arbitrary 
subset of M, then the pair (A, :FA) is a d-space. It will be called a differential 
subspace of (M,:F) (or d-subspace, for short). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1., :FA is closed with respect to localization. To 
prove the second axiom of d-spaces, let's consider the set 
For all i = 1, ... , n, if h E :FA and pEA, there exists a TF\A-open neigh-
bourhood Ui of p such that fdu. = gi!U., for some gi E :F. Since n~1 Uf, is a 
neighbourhood of pEA and W 0 (11, ... ,fn) !n~=l u, = W 0 (g1, ... ,gn) In:l u,' 
with W 0 (gb"" gn) E :F (remember (M,:F) is a d-space), it follows that 
W 0 (h, ... , fn) E :FA; which implies that Be :FA C :FA. 0 
From Proposition 1.2. it follows that every subset of a Euclidean space 
is a differential space. This property of Euclidean spaces is enough to show 
one the scope of the differential space concept. Indeed, differential spaces 
are a generalization of differentiable manifolds since manifolds are locally 
diffeomorphic to Euclidean spaces. Later we will discuss differential spaces 
which can not be embedded into any Euclidean space. 
Proposition 1.3. [5] Let N be any set. For any set 90 of real-valued func-
tions on N] there is a smallest differential structure 9 such that 90 C 9, and 
the topology T(J coincides with the topology Tgo • The set 90 is said to generate 
the differential structure 9. 
Proof. Let 9 be the family of all functions f : N I--t IR such that f E 9 if 
and only if, for every pEN there is a T(Jo-neighbourhood U of p in N such 
that 
flu = W 0 (h,· .. , fn)!u 
where fll"" fn E 90 and W E Cn, n E IN. Clearly, 90 C 9. 
The family 9 is closed with respect to localization, i.e., 9N = 9. Indeed, 
let's take f E 9N. For all point pEN, there exist a Tg-neighbourhood 
V of p and a function 9 E 9 such that flv = glv. Since 9 E 9, one can 
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find a TQo-neighbourhood U of p such that glu = W 0 {gb'" ,gn)lu, where 
gl, ... ,gn E 90 and wEen, n E IN. But Un V is a TQo-neighbourhood of 
p and flunv = w 0 {gb'" ,gn)lunv, Therefore 9N C 9. The next axiom 
requires that se F c F. Consider It, ... , fn E F, n E IN, and wEen. 
For any point PEN, Ii E F, i = 1, ... , n, implies that there exists a TQo - . 
open neighbourhood Ui of p such that filu; = Wi 0 (fil)"" fimJlun where 
fl1, ... , fim; E 90 and Wi E em" mi E IN. It follows that 
w 0 (fl,"" fn)ln7=1 U, = 
w 0 (WI,'" ,wn) 0 (fu) ... ,lIml" .. , fnb" ., fnmn) In,:, u·· 
.=1 I 
Since fll,"" fnmn E 90 and W 0 (WI, ... ,wn ) E en', n' := L~1 mi, then 
WO (fl, ... ,fn) E 9; i.e. se 9 c 9. 
Now, suppose that there exists a differential structure 91 such that 90 c 
91 C 9. Clearly we have 9 = (se 90)N C (se 91)N = (91)N = 9I, which 
proves that 91 = 9. The equality Tg == Tgo is easy to check. 0 
Then we have the following: 
Definition 1.3. [5] Let Fo be a set of real-valued functions on a set M. The 
pair (M, F) is said to be finitely generated by Fo if Fo is finite and generates 
F. 
Example 1.3. The differential space (lR\en) is finitely generated: en = 
SC {7l"l, ... ,7l"n}, where 7l"i: IRn 1-+ IR, i = 1, ... ,n, is the projection onto the 
i-th coordinate. 
It follows from Example 1.3. that if N is a subset of (IRn, en), the differ-
ential structure induced by en on N is 9 := (se {7l"lIN," .,7l"nIN} )N. 
Definition 104. (6) A differential space (M, F) is said to be Hausdorff if the. 
topological space (M, T:;F) is Hausdorff. 
For example, the differential space (IRn, en) is Hausdorff. 
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One can show easily that if (M,:F) is a differential space such that :F = 
Gen :Fo, then it is Hausdorff if and only if, for any p, q E M, p ::j:. q, there 
exists a function f E :Fo such that f(p) ::j:. f( q). 
Let's now devote some place to the definition of mappings between dif-
ferential spaces. 
Definition 1.5. [23] Let (M,:F) and (N,9) be differential spaces. A map-
ping t.p : M 1-+ N is said to be a smooth mapping of (M,:F) into (N, g) if 
t.p*(} := {g 0 t.plg E g} c:F. The set of smooth maps make the collection of 
differential spaces into a category, denoted VSP. 
This definition also gives some evidence about the wider scope of the theory of 
differential spaces. In fact, let f : X 1-+ Y be a map from a m-dimensional dif-
ferentiable manifold to a n-dimensional differentiable manifold and let {xt.l} 
and {yet} be charts on X and Y respectively. The map f is said to be smooth 
at the point (xt.l) if yCL = yCi(Xt.l) is Coo with respect to each xt.l. The smooth-
ness in the sense of differential spaces does not require the above-mentioned 
concept of differentiation in IR"', it relies on the primary smoothness of func-
tions which form a differential structure of a differential space. 
In Definition 1.5., if t.p is one-to-one and onto, t.p is said to be a diffeo-
morphism provided both mappings t.p : M 1-+ N and t.p-l : N 1-+ Mare 
smooth. And the differential spaces (M,:F) and (N, g) are said to be diffeo-
morphic. 
Definition 1.6. [20] A differential space (M,:F) is a n-dimensional differ-
ential manifold provided every point p. E M has a neighbourhood A such that 
(A,:F A) is diffeomorphic, in the sense of d-spaces, to a pair (0, £0), where 
a is an open subset oflR"', and £0 = (£11.)0. 
The following definition makes a contact with the time-honoured manifold 
concept in terms of maps and atlases. 
Definition 1.7. [9] Let (M,:F) be a n-dimensional differential manifold. 
Any pair (U,t.p), where U'is an open subset of M and t.p is a diffeomorphism 
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U H- cp( U) C IRn} is called chart, or coordinate system on U. 
A set of charls (Ui,cpi),i = 1,2, ... , is called atlas if the sets Uj form an open 
covering of M. 
Definition 1.7. motivates the following: 
Theorem 1.1. [9J Let A be an atlas of a differential manifold (M, F). A 
has the following properties : 
(i) If (U, cp) E A, cP: U H- cp(U) C IRn is a diffeomorphism. 
(ii) M=UiUi, (Ui,CPi)EA foralliEICIN. 
(iii) Given (U, cp) and (V, V;) such that U n V =1= 0} the maps 
'IjJ 0 cp-l : cp(U n V) H- 'IjJ(U n V) 
and 
cP 0 V;-l : v;(U n V) H- cp(U n V) 
are diffeomorphisms. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from Definition 1.7 .. The maps in (iii) are com-
positions of diffeomorphisms. 0 
From Example 1.2. and Theorem 1.1., it is clear that the differential man-
ifold concept is equivalent to the traditional differentiable manifold concept. 
For this reason, we will prefer to use the term "differential" (space, manifold). 
The definition of differential manifolds in terms of the family F turns out 
to be more natural than the traditional one. Let Al and A2 be two atlases 
on M and FI and F2 two families of all smooth functions determined by the 
atlases Al and A2 ) respectively. We have the following result~ , 
Proposition 1.4. [5] FI = F2 if and only if, for any (UI,CPI) E Al and 
(U2 , CP2) E A2 , CP2 0 CPtl is a diffeomorphism. 
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Proof. Suppose that <P2 0 <PI1 is a diffeomorphism. Let's consider j E Fl. 
By Example 1.2., f 0 <PI1 is smooth. Therefore f 0 <p;1 . f 0 <PlIo <PI 0 <p;1 
is smooth. Thus f E F2 • In the same way, one can show that F2 c Fl' The 
reverse implication is always true since <PI and <P2 are diffeomorphisms.O 
This proposition establishes an equivalence relation between differential 
manifolds: (M, Ad I'V (M, A2) if and only if Fl = :1'2, where Fl and F2 
are differential structures determined by atlases Al and A2 respectively. It 
follows that every given equivalence class is uniquely determined by a family 
F of functions on M. It should be noticed, by defining a d-space as a pair 
(M, F), that M can be assumed to be any set and there is no need to ascribe 
to it, from the beginning, the structure of a topological space. 
1.2 Differential Basis on Differential Spaces 
The notion of differential basis on differential spaces is important when one 
is dealing with the dimensionality of the differential space of a cosmic string. 
We discuss this matter in Chapter 4. 
But first of all let's define the notion of tangent vector to a differential 
space. 
Definition 1.8. [26] Any linear mapping v : F 1-+ IR, satisfying the Leibnitz 
condition 
v(f.g) = v(f).g(p) + f(p).v(g), (1.1) 
for any f, 9 E F, is said to be a tangent vector to ad-space (M, F) at p EM. 
The real number v(J) is called the directional derivative of the function f E F 
in the direction v and is often denoted by the symbol avf. Thus (1.1) can 
be written as follows 
for all j, g E F. 
The set of all tangent vectors to (M, F) at p E M is a linear space, called 
the tangent space to (M, F) at p, and will be denoted by TpM. 
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Proposition 1.5. [26] Let (M, F) be a differential spaceJ f E F and flA = 0 
for a neighbourhood A of a point p EM. Then o"J = 0 for every v E TpM. 
Consequently, if functions f, 9 E F are equal on a neighbourhood A of a point 
p E M J then Btlf = Bvg for every v E TpM. 
Proof. Reasonably clear. 0 
Let (A, FA) be a'differential subspace of a differential space (M, F) and 
let pEA. If v E TpA, i.e., if v is a vector tangent to A at p, then the formula 
for all f E F, defines a vector ii E TpM. Indeed, ii is linear and 
ii(J.g) = V(JIA)g(p) + f(p)v(gIA) 
= ii(J)g(p) + f(p)ii(g) 
(1.2) 
for all f, 9 E F and pEA. Clearly the map TpA 1-4 TpM which assigns 
ii E TpM to v E TpA is a linear monomorphism. We shall identify v with ii. 
The following proposition is true. 
Proposition 1.6. [26'] The tangent space TpA at pEA to a subspace (A, FA) 
of a differential space (M, F) is a linear subspace of the tangent space TpM. 
If A is an open subset of M, then TpA = TpM for every pEA. 
Proof. It is easy to' see that TpA is a linear subspace of TpM by virtue of 
(1.2). Now, let's assume that A is open in M. If f,g E FAl there exists a 
T,:F-Open subset U in A such that 
flu - J'lu, 
glu = g'lu, 
J'EF 
9' E F. 
Therefore, for all v E TpM, we have using Proposition 1.5. 
v(J.g) - v(J'.g') 
- v(J')g'(p) + J'(p)v(g') 
- v(J)g(p) + f(p)v(g), 
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which proves that v E TpA.O 
Let (M,:F) be a differential space. 
Definition 1.9. [10] A function f E :F is said to be differentially dependent 
(briefly! d-dependent) on functions gl) ... ,gn E :F at a point p E M if there 
exist a neighbourhood U E T:F of the point p and a function wEen such that 
Example 1.4. . Any function f E en differentially depends on projections 
7rb 7r2, ... ,7r n E en at any point p E IRn. 
Proof. Since en = Gen{7rl"" ,7rn}, f E en if and only if for any point p E 
IRn there exist a neighbourhood U E Tf:n and a smooth function w : IRn -? IR 
such that 
o 
Definition 1.10. [10] A set {It, ... , fn} C :F is said to be differentially 
independent at a point p E M if no function h, i = 1, ... , n differentially 
depends on other functions of this set at p. Any set :Fa C :F is said to be 
differentially independent at p E M if every finite subset of :Fo is differentially 
independent at p. 
Example 1.5. . The set {7rI)" . , 7r n} C en is differentially independent at 
any point p E IRn. 
Evidently, from Definitions 1.9. and 1.10. it follows that both d-dependence 
and d-independence of a set :Fo C :F are local properties of :Fo. 
Let's prove 
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Lemma 1.2. [18} Let M c lRn be a k-dimensional algebraic variety. Then 
the set of the projections {7rlIM, ... , 7r n 1M} c Coo( M) is d-independent at an 
arbitrary point p E M if and only if k = n. 
Proof. (==» Suppose that the set {7rlIM, ... , 7rn IM} is d-independent. It 
follows that the family {~IM' ... , ~ 1M } is linearly independent (",&. is the u~ uXn u~ 
tangent vector along the i-th coordinate axis, i = 1, ... , n). Therefore, at 
any arbitrary point p EM, one can define n linearly independent tangent 
vectors; which implies that M is n-dimensional. 
(-<:==) Clear, by using Example 1.3. 
By using Lemma 1.2., one can prove the following: 
Proposition 1.7. [101 Let A1 c lRn be a non-empty subset arid :F = (Cn)M. 
The set of the projections {7rlIM, ... ,7r n 1M} is d-independent at p E M if and 
only if dim TpM = n. 
More generally, we a:lso prove 
Proposition 1.8. Let (M,:F) be a d-space with:F = Gen{h, ... , fn}, where 
the set {fl, ... , fn} is d-independent at any point p EM. Then, dim TpM = 
n for any p EM. 
Proof. Since:F = Gen{h, ... , fn} and the set {h, ... , fn} is d-independent, 
the function 'P := (fb" ., fn) is a diffeomorphism from (M,:F) onto 
('P(JW"), (en)cp(M»)' It is easy to see that 'P is one-to-one and onto. On the 
other hand, 'P is smooth since w 0 (7rIlcp(M), ... ,7rnlcp(M») 0 (h, ... ,fn) = 
w(h, . .. , fn) E :F, for any w E Cn. 'P-1 is also smooth; indeed, for any 
(J" E Cn, 0' 0 (f1,' .. , fn) 0 'P-1 = 0'. Hence, for any p E (M, :F), dim TpM = 
dim Tx'P(M) = n, where x = (h(p), ... ,fn(P))' 0 
It is easy to check the following: 
Corollary 1.1. Let (M,:F) be a differential space finitely generated by:Fo := {h, ... ,fn} J and p EM. The following conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) Fo is differentially independent at p. 
(ii) dimTpM = n. 
The immediate proof to this corollary is omitted. 
Another useful characterization of the d-independence of a set of real-
valued functions belonging to F is given by the following: 
Theorem 1.2. [6] A subset {II, ... ,fn} C F is differentially independent at 
p E M if and only if for any function wEen and any neighbourhood U E T:;: 
of PJ the following condition is satisfied 
Proof. The implication (=» is immediate. 
C¢::) Let's assume that for any function wEen and any neighbourhood 
U E T:;: of p, (1.3) is true. Let's suppose that one of the fi's differentially 
depends on the other functions of the set, i.e., on II,··., fi-l, fi+l, ... ,fn. 
Without loss of generality, suppose that there exists a function (j E en-l such 
that II = (j 0 (12, ... ,fn) on some neighbourhood of p, i.e., f differentially 
depends on 12, ... ,fn. Let w be a function in en such that w 0 (11) ... ,frJ = 
II - (j 0 (12, .. . , fn) -:- 0, and then 01W = 1. This contradicts (1.3). Thus the 
set {fl, ... , fn} is d-independent. 0 
To look deeper into a local structure of a differential space we introduce 
the following: 
Definition 1.11. [10] A subset 9 C F reproduces F at p E M if, for any 
function f E F, there exist a neighbourhood U E T:;: of p and functions 
01,·.· ,gn E Q, WEen such that flu = w 0 (gl, ... ,0n)lu. 
Remark 1.1. [10] Let (M, F) be a locally finitely generated differential space. 
One can easily see that a subset 9 C F reproduces F at p E M if and only if 
9 locally generates the structure F in a certain neighbourhood of the point p. 
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We can now introduce the notion of differential bases on differential 
spaces. 
Definition 1.12. [10] A set 9 c :F is a differential basis of the differential 
structure :F at p E M if 9 is differentially independent at p and 9 reproduces 
:F at p. 
Example 1.6 •. Let IRIN be the s'et of all real sequences) i.e. 
IRIN = {x := (Xi)ieIN : Xi E IRfor all i E IN}. 
The projection of IRIN onto the i-th coordinate is given by 
'iri(X) Xi 
for X = (xd E IRIN . 
Let e IN be the differential structure on IRIN generated by the set {'iri : i E IN}. 
The set {'iri : i E IN} turns out to be a differential basis of the differential 
structure eIN at a point x E IRIN 
The following lemma is proved in [18]. 
Lemma 1.3. Let (M,:F) be a differential space and 8 a differential basis of 
the differential structure :F at p EM. Then, for each function Uo : 8 -+ IR, 
there exists exactly one tangent vector u at p such that ulB = Uo. 
Suppose we are dealing with differential manifolds, where differential bases 
are finite. Then, for a function Uo : B -+ IR, with B a differential basis, the 
tangent vector u at a point p such that ulB = Uo is given by 
a a 
u= UO(fl) afl + ... + uo(fn) afn' 
h, ... , f n E 8, n = Card B. 
By using Lemma (1.3.), one can prove 
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Proposition 1.9. [10] Let (M, F) be a differential space, and 13 C F a 
differential basis of F at p EM. The mapping ,X : TpM -+ IRB, given· by 
'x(u) = UIB 
for u E TpM, is an isomorphism of linear spaces. 
We omit the simple proof to this proposition. 
From Proposition 1.9., it follows that 
Corollary 1.2. Let (M, F) and 13 be as in Proposition 1.9 .. 
(i) If Card 13 < 00, then dimTpM = Card 13. 
(ii) If Card 13 = 00, then dim TpM = 2Card B. 
Proof. [18]. 
The following corollary gives a characterization of a differential space of 
constant differential dimension. 
Corollary 1.3. [10] Let (M, F) be a d-space and n E iN, fixed. If, for every 
point p E M, there exists a neighbourhood U E T:F of p and a set of functions 
{h, ... ,fn} c:F which is a differential basis of:F cit any point q E U, then 
the d-space (M, F) is of constant differential dimension, i.e. dim TpM = 
n, p EM. 
Proof. [18]. 
Example 1.7. [14] Let F be the differential structure on IR generated by the 
set 
{fn(x) = sin:': n E iN,x E IR}U 
n 
x {gn(X) = cos - ; n E iN,x E IR}. 
n 
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For any n E IN J the function fn is a differential basis of F at these points 
x E IR for which f~ (x) =J. 0 and analogously gn forms a differential basis of 
F at points x E IR for which g~(x) =J. 0 (See Heller et al 1991). For every 
point x E IRJ there exist a neighbourhood U E 7;F of x and a subset of F 
consisting of one element which is a differential basis of F at every point· 
q E U. Therefore, by Corollary 1.3. J the d-space (IR, F) considered here has 
differential dimension equal to 1. 
1.3 Vector Fields and Tensor Fields on Dif-
ferential Spaces 
Vector fields and tensor fields on a differential space are defined in a natural 
way by the differential structure of the d-space. 
Before we go over to defining vector fields and tensor fields on ad-space, 
we need the following: 
Definition 1.13. [9] Let (M, F) be a d-space, and let us consider a function 
</> : p f-t </>(p) assigning to every p E M a vector space </>(p). Any function W 
on M such that W(p) E </>(p) is called a </>-vector field (or simply </>-field). 
Let (M,F) be a d-space. For all </>-fields V, Wand f,g E F, one assumes 
that . 
f(p)(V(p) + W(p)) - f(p)V(p) + f(p)W(p) 
(J(p) + g(p))V(p) - f(p)V(p) + g(p)V(p) 
(J(p)g(p))V(p) - f(p)(g(p)V(p)), 
P E M. Consequently, the set of all </>-fields on the d-space (M,F) is an F-
module. In the following we will not be interested in examining all </>-fields 
on (M, F) but only an F-module of certain </>-fields which via subsequent 
definitions should be considered to be smooth. The set of all such smooth 
</>-fields will be denoted by W, and we shall additionally assume it to be 
closed with respect to localization, i.e., W := WM. 
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Definition 1.14. [9] A finite sequence 
(1.4) 
is said to be a vector basis of an F-module W of 4>-fields provided that 
(i) for every point p E M, the sequence WI (p), ... , Wm{p) is a vector basis 
of the vector space 4>(p) 
(ii) every 4>-field W E W is a linear combination of WI, ... , W m with coef-
ficients from F. 
The following definition will help us later define the notion of differential 
dimension of ad-space. 
Definition 1.15. [261 A F-module W of 4>-fields on ad-space (M, F) is said 
to be a differential module provided that 
(i) it is closed with respect to localization, 
(ii) it has locally a vector basis composed of m 4>-fields, i. e. for every p E M 
there is a neighbourhood A of p such that Wb ... , W m is a vector basis . 
ofW on A. 
The number m is called the dimension of W, which is denoted by dim W. 
Note that dim W = dim 4>(p) , for p E M. 
Example 1.8. Let (M, F) be ad-space. F is a differential module. In fact, 
for every p E M, 4>(p) = !R. And the vector basis for F is just the constant 
function one. 
Note the following 
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Theorem 1.3. [26] Let (M,F) be a differential space and 0 =/:- A C M. If . 
W is a differential module of 4>-fields on (M, F), then W A is a differential 
module on (A, FA) and dim W = dim W A. 
Proof. First, let's prove that WA is a FA-module. Indeed, if pEA, f E FA 
and V E W A, there exist a neighbourhood U of p in A, a function 9 E F 
and a 4>-field W E W such that fVlu = gWlu. Therefore, f(p)V(p) = 
g(p)W(p) E 4>(p). And by a simple extension of Lemma 1.1., (WA)A = WAj 
i.e. W A is closed with respect to localization. 
Now, suppose that (1.4) is a vector basis of the differential module W. Let's 
prove that 
(1.5) 
is a vector basis of Won (A, FA). It's evident that for all pEA, Wt (p), .. . ) 
Wm(p) is a vector basis of 4>(p). It suffices to prove that (1.5) has the property 
(ii) of Definition 1.14 .. Let V E WA • By the property (i) of Definition 1.14., 
there exists a unique sequence of real functions at, ... , am on A such that 
V = aiWilA. We shall prove that the functions a i are in FA. In fact, for all 
point pEA there exist a neighbourhood U of p in A and a 4>-field W E W 
such that Vlu = Wlu. But W = piWi for certain functions pi E F. Hence, 
it follows that pilu = ailu, which proves that a i E FA' Thus (1.5) is a vector 
basis of W on (A, FA)' 0 
Corollary 1.4. If W is a F-differential module of 4>-fields on the d-space 
(M, F), then for every p E M and for every w E 4>(p) there exists aWE W 
such that w = W(p). 
Proof. We assume that (1.4) is a vector basis of Wand A a neighbourhood 
of p. Thus w = aiWi(p) for certain real numbers ai . Since aiWdA E WA, 
there exists aWE W such that Wlv aiWilv for a neighbourhood V of p 
in A. Hence, it follows that W(p) = aiWi(p) = w. 0 
Let's now introduce the notion of tangent vector fields on a differential 
space. 
Definition 1.16. [9] Let (M, F) and (N, Q) be two differential spaces and 
let f : M ~ N. Let 4> be a function which assigns a linear space 4>(p) to any 
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point p E M. If we assume <p(p) = TJ(p)N, for all p E M, then <p-fields are 
called f - vector fields on M, tangent to N. In other words, an f -vector field 
on M tangent to N is a mapping 
V: M 1-+ U TqN 
qEN 
ascribing to every p E M a vector V(p) E TqN, q = f(p). 
(1.6) 
In the case where M = N,F = g and f = idM , V is called a tangent vector 
field on M. 
Let V be an f-vector field on M, tangent to N, and a E g. The symbol 
8va will denote the real function defined by 
(8v a)(p) = V(p)a = 8v(p)a 
for all p EM. The function 8v Ci. is the directional derivative of a with 
respect to V. 
Definition 1.17. [26] Let (M, F) and (N, g) be differential spaces and let 
f: M 1-+ N. An f-vector field V is said to be smooth provided 
(i) f is smooth, i.e. go f c F, 
(ii) 8vg c F. 
It is evident that if V is a smooth vector field on M, tangent to N, then 
8v : g 1-+ F is an IR-linear mapping satisfying the Leibnitz condition 
8v (af3) = 8v a(f3 0 f) + (a 0 f)8v f3 (1.7) 
for a,f3 E g. 
Conversely, if f : M 1-+ N is smooth, then every IR- linear mapping from 
g into F, satisfying (1.7) is of the form 8v for exactly one smooth f-vector 
field V. We shall identify V with 8v. After this identification, we ascribe to 
the notion of vector field two interpretations : 
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(i) in the pointwise interpretation it is a mapping V as in (1.6), such that 
Bv:g....."F 
(ii) in the global interpretation it is an IR-linear mapping Bv : 9 ....." F 
satisfying (1.7). 
Notation 1.1. For any smooth mapping f : M....." N the symbol XJ(M,N) 
will denote the set of all smooth f -vector fields on M tangent to N. If 
M = N, 9 = F and f = idM , we write X (M) to denote the set of tangent 
vector fields on M. It is easy to verify that XJ( M, N) is an F -module. 
Definition 1.18. [26] A sequence 
(1.8) 
is said to be a vector basis of the F-module XJ(M, N) provided that 
(i) for every p E M, the sequence WI (p), ... , Wn(p) is a basis of the linear 
space TJ(p)N} 
(ii) every f-vector field W E XJ(M, N) is an F-linear combination of 
Wb···,Wn' 
In the case where N = M, the sequence WI,.' ., Wn is said to be a vector 
basis of the F-module X(M). Most often, we simply say that the sequence 
WI, ... , Wn is a vector basis on the differential space (M, F). Furthermore, 
if 
• WI (p), ... , Wn(p) are linearly independent, for every p EM, i.e. 
dimTpM == n, 
• for every p E M and every v E TpM, there is locally a smooth tangent 
vector field Von (M,F) such that V(p) == v, 
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we define the large or global dimension of (M, F) to be 
DimM=n. 
The dimension of TpM is called the small or local dimension of the differential 
space (M, F) at the point p. We denote the local dimension at a point p by 
dimpM. 
In the case where the small dimension is constant on M both dimensions 
coincide, i.e. 
dimpM = DimM, 
for all p EM. 
Example 1.9 .. Let us consider the pair (A, (c2)A), where A = {(x, y) E 
IR2: xy = o}. For all p =I- (0,0), dimTpA = 1. At P = (0,0), there are linear 
mappings Vt, V2 : (c2)A 1-+ IR defined by 
Vt(J) = 8f (0,0), 
ox 
V2(J) = 8f(0, 0) 
oy 
where f E (c2)A. Of course, the mappings Vt, V2 satisfy the Leibnitz condition 
and are linearly independent. Therefore, dimTpA = 2 at p = (0,0). Hence, 
the d-space (A, (c2)A) has no global dimension. 
Example 1.10 .. Let (A, F) be a d-space, where A = IR and F = {f : IR 1-+ 
IRj f is a continous function and there exist both left and right derivatives 
at each point p E IR}. For all p E IR, dimp A = DimA = 2. 
L~t (M, F) be a differential space and let ¢ be a function, which assigns 
a linear space ¢(p) to any p EM. Since ¢(p) is a linear space, there exists a 
dual vector space to ¢(p), whose members are real- valued linear functions on 
¢(p). If ¢(p) is the tangent space at p, the dual space is called the cotangent 
space at p and it is denoted by ¢*(p). An element w : ¢(p) 1-+ IR of ¢*(p) is 
called a one-form or a covariant vector on M. 
If v is a vector at p, Le. v E TpM, the number into which w maps v will 
be written < w, v>; in that case linearity implies that 
< w, av + {3VI >= a < w, v > +{3 < w, VI > 
holds for all a, (3 E IR and V, VI E 4>(p). 
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Example 1.11. The simplest example of a one-form is the differential df of 
a map f E F. The action of df : UPEM TpM t-+ IR ona vector v E TpM is 
defined by 
< df, v >= v(J) E IR. 
Let's now introduce the notion of tensor field on a differential space. We 
shall consider n + 1 fixed functions ~j(p), j = 1, ... , n + 1, which assign 
linear spaces ~j(p) to any point p of a differential space (M,F). To every 
~j, j = 1, ... , n + 1 corresponds an F- module Wj of ~j-fields. 
Definition 1.19. A tensor field on a differential space (M, F) is a function 
T which assigns to every point p E M, an n- linear mapping 
(1.9) 
The n-linear mapping (1.9) is called an n-tensor. The set of all n-tensors 
defined at p E M is a vector space over IR and shall be denoted by cp(p), that 
1S 
cp(p) = CIR (~l (p), ... , ~n(P); ~n+1 (p )). 
It follows that every. tensor field T is a cp-field. 
Similarly to the notion of vector field, the notion of tensor field has two 
interpretations [26]: 
• in the pointwise interpretation, T is a function which assigns the n-
linear tensor (1.9) to any p E M . 
• in the global interpretation, T is an F-tensor with following properties: 
T(W1 , .•• , Wn ) E Wn+1 
T(WJ,"" Wn)(p) - T(p)(W1(p), ... , Wn(p)), 
for p E M and Wi E Wi, i = 1, ... , n. 
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Chapter 2 
SMOOTH FORMS ON 
DIFFERENTIAL SPACES 
Changing from the manifold definition in terms of atlases to that in terms of 
ring of functions leads to a generalization of the manifold concept where one 
drops the axiom ensuring the manifold to be locally diffeomorphic to the Eu-
clidean space IRrI. Within the framework of this new concept, the so-called 
differential space, we want to look at tangent bundles and smooth forms. 
The class of all bundles together with all bundle morphisms is a category. In 
this category, we will single out the Whitney sum bundle so as to define the 
Whitney sum of k copies of the tangent bundle T M of a differential space 
(M, F) and then look at differential forms. 
Differential forms are classified into two groups: the graded algebra A( M) 
of pointwise differential forms and the graded algebra n( M) of global forms, 
which may 'be not isomorphic if the differential space (M,F) is not of a 
constant differential dimension. To circumvent this difficulty we define ad-
equately a special graded algebra A(M), where both pull-back and exterior 
differentiation operators are possible. But prior to all this is a focus on 
cartesian products of differential spaces. 
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2.1 Cartesian Products of Differential Spaces. 
Definition 2.1. [9] Let (M,F) and (N,Q) be non-empty d-spaces. LetFxQ 
be the differential structure on the cartesian product M x N, generated by the 
set of real-valued functions 
{f 0 11"1 : f E F} U {g 0 11"2 : 9 E Q}, 
where 1I"1(P,q) = p, 1I"2(P,q) = q for all (p,q) E M x N. 
The d-space (M x N, F x Q) is called the cartesian product of the d-spaces 
(M,F) and (N,Q). 
Proposition 2.1. The natural projections 
11"1 : (M x N, F x Q) ---+ (M, F) 
and 
11"2 : (M x N, F x g) ---+ (M, Q) 
are smooth. 
Proof. Clearly, for every f E F, f 0 11"1 E F x 9 and, for every g E g, 
g01l"2 E F x Q. 0 
Let (M x N, F x Q) be the cartesian product of differential spaces (M, F) 
and (N, Q). For an arbitrary point p E M, let jp : N ---+ M x N be the 
embedding defined by 
for q E N. 
In the same way, let jq : M ---+ M x N, q E N, be the embedding defined 
by 
for p EM. 
It is easy to verify the following equalities: 
for p E M and q EN. 
Proposition 2.2. [22] Let's consider the cartesian product 
(M x N, F x Q) of d-spaces (M, F) and (N, Q). For any tangent vector 
W E T(p,q)(M x N), let's put 
WM = (jq 07r'1) .. (p,q)W, 
WN = (jp 0 7r'2) .. (p,q)w. 
Then, we have the following : 
WM(g 0 7r'2) = 0 
WN(J 0 7r'1) = 0 
Proof. For any u E F x Q, we have 
for any 9 E Q, 
for any f E F. 
WM(U) +WN(U) - w(uojq 07r'1(P,q)) +w(uojp07r'2(p,q)) 
- w(u). 
Equations 2.2 and 2:3 are straightforward. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
In fact, for any 9 E Q, we have WM(g 0 7r'2)(P,q) = w(g(q)) = 0, since g(q) is 
constant. 0 
More generally, we have 
Proposition 2.3. Let U E X(M) and V E X(N) be vector fields tangent to 
the differential spaces (M, F) and (N, Q) respectively. Then, we have 
(jq ) .. pUp(g 0 7r'2) = 0, 
(jp) .. q Vq(J 0 7r'1) = 0, 
T(p,q)(M x N) = (jq) .. p(TpM) ffi (jp) .. q(TqN). 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
for (p, q) E M x N, f E F, 9 E Q. ( Note that we have used, in the equations 
(2.4) and (2.5), the identifications U(p) = Up and V(p) = Vp. ) 
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Proof. One checks easily that 
Uq).pUp(g 0 11'2) - Up(g 0 11'20 jq(p)) 
- Up(g(q)) 
- 0, since g( q) is constant 
In an analogous way, one proves (2.5). 
From (2.4) and (2.5), it follows that Uq).p(TpM)nUp).q(TqN) = {OJ. On the 
other hand, for all X E X(M) and Y E X(N), it is easy to see that Uq).pXp E 
T(p,q)(M x N), (jp)*qYq E T(p,q)(M x N). Therefore, (jq)*p(TpM)ffiUp).q(TqN) 
is contained in T(p,q)(M x N). 
Now, let's take Z E T(p,q)(M x N). By Proposition 2.2., Z = ZM + ZN, 
where ZM = Uq 0 lrt).(p,q)Z, ZN Up 01r2).(p,q)z. But ZM E (jq).p(TpM) and 
ZN E (jp).q(TqN) since (lrl).(p,q)Z E TpM and (1r2).(p,q)Z E TqN. Therefore, 
Z E (jq).p(TpM) ffi (jp).q(TqN). 0 
Definition 2.2. [22] Let (M,F) and (N,Q) be two differential spaces. A 
vector w E T(p,q)(M x N) is said to be parallel to (M, F) if w(g 0 11'2) = 0 
for any 9 E Q. A vector wE T(p,q)(M x N) is said to be parallel to (N,Q)if 
w(f 011'1) = 0 for any f E F. 
More generally, we have 
Definition 2.3. A vector field Z E X(M x N) is said to be parallel to (M, F) 
if(1r2).Z(P,q) = 0 for every (p,q) EM x N. 
A vector field Z E X(M xN) is said to be parallel to (N, Q) if(1r1).Z(P, q) = 0 
for every (p, q) E M x N. 
We denote by XM(M x N) the set of all smooth vector fields tangent to 
(M x N, F x Q) which are parallel to (M, F). Similarly, the set of all smooth 
vector fields tangent to (M x N, F x Q) which are parallel to (N, Q) will be 
denoted by XN(M >< N). . 
As in Proposition 2.2., let's put 
(2.7) 
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(2.8) 
for (p, q) E M x N. It is easy to see that ZM E XM(M x N) and ZN E 
XN(M x N). Moreover, Z = ZM + ZN. 
One can prove [27]: 
Proposition 2.4. The F x Q-module X(M x N) is a direct sum of F x Q-
modules XM(M x N) and XN(M x N). 
Proof. Clearly XM(M x N)ff)XN(M x N) C X(M x N). On the other hand, 
for any Z E X(M x N), we have, by using Proposition 2.3., Z = ZM + ZN, 
where ZM E XM(M x N) and ZN E XN(M x N). Thus X(M x N) C 
XM(M x N) ff) XN(M x N). 0 
Now, let X E XM(M x N) and Y E XN(M x N). For any q E N, let 
xq : M --l> T M be defined by 
for p E Mj (2.9) 
and analogously for any p EM, let yP : N --+ TN be defined by 
for q E N. (2.10) 
One can easily prove from (2.9) and (2.10) that X q E X(M), for every q E N, 
and yP E X(N), for every p E M, correspondingly. 
The following lemma can be proved [23]: 
Lemma 2.1. Let (M, F) and (N, Q) be differential spaces. (M, F) is a dif-
ferential space of differential dimension m if and only if the F x Q-module 
XM(M x N) is a m-dimensional differential module. Similarly, (N,Q) has a 
differential dimension n if and only if the F x Q-module XN(M x N) is a n-
dimensional differential module. . 
Proof.( ===» Assume that (M, F) has a differential dimension m. Let (p, q) 
be an arbitrary point of M x N. Let V E T:F be an open neighbourhood 
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of p such that on V there is a local vector basis XI, ... ,Xm E X(V) of the 
.r-module X(M). Let us define 
for (p, q) E M x N, i = 1, ... , m. (2.11) 
For any f E.r and 9 E Q, one has 
(2.12) . 
and 
(2.13) 
Equation (2.13) asserts that the vector field Xi is parallel to the d-space 
(M,.r) (See Definition 2.3.), i.e. Xi E XM(M x N). Equation (2.12) proves 
that the sequence of vector fields (2.11) is a local vector basis of the .r x Q-
module XM(M x N) on V x N E TJ"x(). 
( {= ) Assume that X M (M x N) is a m-dimensional differential module. Every 
Z E XM(M x N) is such that Z(p, q) E (jq)*p(TpM) for (p, q) E M x N. 
Therefore, XM(M x N) is a .r x Q-module of 4>- fields, where 4>(p, q) 
(jq)*p(TpM) for (p, q) E M x N. 
Since, by virtue of (2.11), (jq)*p : TpM ----r 4>(p,q) is an isomorphism for 
every (p,q) E M x N, dimTpM = dim4>(p,q) -:- m for any p E M. It is 
enough to show that for an arbitrary vector U E T M there exist a vector 
field X E X(M) such that u = X(7rM(U)), where 7rM : TM ----r M is the 
projection. Indeed, for the vector it = (jq)*pu E 4>(p, q), where u E TpM, 
there exists a vector field Z E XM(M x N) such that it = Z(p, q) . 
. Hence, we have 
or equivalently 
u zq(p), 
where zq E X(M) is defined by (2.9). 
The second part of Lemma 2.1. can be proved analogously.O 
Lemma 2.2. [23] Let (M,.r) and (N, Q) be differential spaces. Then, 
dim T(p,q)(M x N)is constant for any (p, q) E M x N if and only if dim TpM 
is constant for any p E M and dim TqN is constant for any q EN. 
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Proof. ( ==}) Assume that dim T(p,q) (M x N) is constant for any (p, q) E 
M x N. Since 
(jq).p: TpM -. (jq).p(TpM), 
(jp).q : TqN -. (jp).q(TqN), 
are isomorphisms for all (p, q) E M x N, and since (2.6) holds it is true that 
dimT(p,q)(M x N) = dimTpM + dimTqN 
for all (p,q) E M x N. 
Let qo, ql EN. Then, 
and 
dimT(p,ql)(M x N) = dimTpM + dim Tql N. 
But dimT(p,qo)(M x N) = dimT(Ml)(M x N), therefore 
(2.14) 
Thus, dimTqN is constant for q E N. In the same way, one proves that 
dim TpM is constant for any p EM. 
C<==) holds because of (2.14).0 
By using Lemmas 2.1. and 2.2., we prove 
Proposition 2.5. [23] Let (M,:F) and (N, <J) be 'differential spaces. The 
cartesian product (M x N,:F x <J) is a differential space of constant differential 
dimension if and only if (M,:F) and (N, <J) are differential spaces of constant 
differential dimension. 
Proof. (==}) Assume that the cartesian product (M x N,:F x <J) is a differ-
ential space of constimt differential dimension. Assume that dim TpoM = m 
and dimTqo = n for certain points Po E M and qo E N. In view of Lemma 
2.2., dimTpM = m for any p EM and dimTqN = n for q E N. It is enough 
to prove that every vector tangent to (M,:F) or (N, <J) is extendible to a 
smooth vector field tangent to (M,:F) or (N, <J), respectively. 
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11"2 E (p, U) 11"2 .. • U 
f 
1 ~ ~l 1 
f 
1 ~
.. M p • f(p) N 
Let's now define the product bundle and the Whitney sum bundle in the 
category vSP. 
Definition 2.6. Given two bundles E ~ M and E' ..:::. M'. The product 
bundle is the bundle 
E xE'~M X M', 
where the mapping 11" X 11"' is defined by 
11" X 11"'( u, u') = (11" ( u), 11"'( u')) 
for u E E and u' E E'. 
Definition 2.7. [19] Let E ~ M and E' ~ M be two bundles. The Whitney 
sum bundle (E EB E', i, M) is a pullback bundle of Ex E' by 6. in the diagram 
EEBE' 
~l 1 
M 
where 6. is defined by 6.(p) = (p,p). 
Note that 
11"2 
.. E xE' 
1 ~a' 
• MxM 
E EB E' = {(u, u') E E X E' : 1I"(u) = 1I"'(u')}. 
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Example 2.3. Let (M,F) be a differential space. The triple 
((TkM, TkF),7ro, (M,F)), k E IN, where 
k 
TkM := {(Vb"" Vk) E II T M : 7r(vd = ... = 7r(Vk)} 
i=I 
(the symbol I1f::l T M denotes the cartesian product of k copies of T M ), 
k 
TkF:= (II TF)TkMl 
i=1 
(the notation ( .. . )rkM means localisation to TkM ), and 
7ro: TkM -+ M 
is given by the formula 7ro( VI, ••. , Vk) := 7r( vd = ... = 7r( Vk) = p, for every 
(VI, .•• , Vk) E T; M := I1f=l TpM, P E M, is a Whitney sum of k copies of 
TM. 
Proposition 2.6. [141 Let the differential structure of (M, F) be generated 
by a set Fo C F. Then the differential structure TkF, 
k E IN, is generated by the set 
F; := {f 0 7ro : f E Fo} U (U7=d df 0 7ri : r E Fo}), 
where 7ri(Vl, ... ,Vk):- Vi for any Vl, ... ,Vk E TpM (p = 7rO(Vl, .•. ,Vk)) and 
i=l, ... ,k. 
Proof. By Exa.mple 2.2., 
T F = Gen( {f 0 7r : f E F} U {df : f E F}), 
where 7r(v) = p, for any V E TpM, and df(v) = v(f), for a.ny V E TM. Since 
F = Gen Fo) it follows that 
TF = Gen( {f 0 7r : f E Fo} U {df : f E Fo}). 
Therefore, the differential structure of the cartesian product Tk M is 
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or 
where 7ro( vb' .. , Vk) 
T;M.O 
Let <p : (M, F) -+ (N, (]) be a smooth map. One can easily prove, by 
means of Proposition 2.6. above, that the map 
T~<p : (Tk M, TkF) -+ (Tk N, Tk(]) 
defined by Tk<p(Vl, ... ,Vk) = (d<p(vd, ... ,d<p(vk))' where if (VI, ... ,Vk) E 
TpkM (p EM), then .(d<p(vl),'" ,d<p(vk)) E T;(p)N, is a smooth map of Tk M 
into TkN. 
Proposition 2.7. The operator Tk, k E IN, is a covariant functor in the 
category vSP of differential spaces. 
Let (A, FA) be a differential subspace of ad-space (M, F) and 
iA : (A, FA) -+ (M, F) the inclusion map. Since Tk, k E IN, is a functor, the 
following diagram 
Tk 
______ -+-_ (TkA, TkFA) 
1 T'iA 
(M,F) 
is commutative. Tki'.A is the natural injection (Tk A, TkFA) -+ (Tk M, TkF). 
From now on, we shall identify Tk A and TkiA(Tk A). This is justified by the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. [14] Let (A,FA) be a subspace of ad-space (M,F) and let 
iA stand for the inclusion map: (A, FA) -+ (M, F). Then the induced map 
TkiA: (Tk A, TkFA) -+ (Tk A, (TkF)xIcA) is a diffeomorphism. 
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Proof. By Proposition 2.6., TkF is generated by 
Fk := {I 0 1ro : I E F} U (U~=l {dl 0 1ri : I E F}). 
Let 1rOA := 1rOITkA : Tk A -+ A and 1riA := 1rdTkA : Tk A -+ T A. According to. 
the equality 
for IE F, 
the differential structure (TkF)rkA is generated by 
G := {,8ITkA : ,8 E Fk} 
= {(fIA) 01rOA : I E F} U (U~=l {d(fIA) 01riA : I E F}). (2.16) 
Since the set {IIA : I E F} generates the differential structure FA, the 
equality (2.16) implies that G generates TkFA. Hence TkFA = (TkF)rkA- 0 
2.3 Smooth Forms 
Let us consider a differential space (M, F) and the F-module X(M) of all 
smooth vector fields tangent to (M, F). 
Definition 2.8. [9] Any mapping W : Tk M -+ IR such that the mapping 
WITpMx ... xTpM is skew-symmetric k-linear, lor each point p E M, is called a 
pointwise differential lorm on (M, F). A k-Iorm W is said to be smooth on 
(M,F) ilw E TkF. 
If <p : (M,F) -+ (N,9) is a smooth mapping between differential spaces, 
then for any pointwise k-form w on (N,9) one defines its pull-back <p*w on 
(M,F) by 
(<p*W)(VI1""Vk) :=w(<p*vt, ... ,<p*Vk) 
for any (Vl, ... ,Vk) E TkM. 
The set of all pointwise differential k-forms on (M, F) will be denoted by 
Ak(M). For any W,WI,W2 E Ak(M) and I E F we put. 
(WI + W2)( ~t, ... 1 Vk) 
(f.W) ( VI, ••• ,Vk) 
.- WI(Vt, ... , Vk) + W2(Vt, ... , Vk), 
f.w( Vb' .. , Vk) 
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where (v!, ... , Vk) E Tk M. 
The set Ak(M) with the above operations is a F- module. 
For the purpose of the next theorem, we need the following definitions. 
Definition 2.9. [23] Let the differential structure of (M, F) be generated by 
a set Fo C F. A real function f : M --t IR is said to be of class Ck if J 
for any point p E M, there exist a neighbourhood V E TF of p, functions 
II, ... ,fn E Fo and a function (J' : IRn --t IR of class Ck such that 
Definition 2.10. [6] A k-form w : T" M --t IR is said to be smooth of class 
cr on (M, F) (shortly Cr - k-form) if w is a cr -function on the differential 
space (Tk M, Tk F). 
Lemma 2.3. [23J Let (J' : IRn --t IR a Ck-function. If there exists a point 
U = (Ul,"" un) E IRn such that 
(J'( ku) = k(J'( u) for any k E IR, 
then 
() ,,8(J'(O, ... ,O) (J' U = L....J 8 Ui· 
Xi 
Proof. Indeed, (J"lu(O) = limt ..... o u(tu);u(O) liffit-+o tu~u) = (J'( u). 
Hence, (J'(u) = (J"lu(O) = 2:i=l 8;£~)Ui' 0 
Now we shall prove an important result. 
(2.17) 
Theorem 2.2. [14, 23] Let (M, F) be a differential space with F = Gen Fo, 
p E M an arbitrary point, w : T" M --t IR a smooth k-form of class cr on 
(M, F) and k ::; r. 
Then there exist a smooth mapping F : (M, F) --t (IRn , en) with the coordin-
ates F1 , ... ,Fn E Fo, a k-form () : TklRn --t IR of class cr on (1Rn, en) and an 
open neighbourhood V E TF of P such that 
WI1l";1(V) = F*()11I";1(V), 
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where 1fo : Tk M - M is the projection (VI, .•• , Vk) I---t p = 1f( VI) = . .. = 
1f( Vk) I i. e. the following diagram 
w 
() 
is commutative. 
First we make the following statement 
Remark 2.1. : The differential space (TklRn, Tken ) is usually identified with 
(lR(k+I)n, e(k+I)n) by the identification which maps (VI," ., Vk) to 
(1fI(p), ... , 1fn(p), d1f1 (Vd, ... ,d1fn( vt), ... ,d1fl( Vk), ... , d1fn( Vk)), 
where Vb' .. ,Vk E TplRn J p E IRn J and the 1f i 'S, i = 1, ... , n, are coordinate 
functions on IRn. Under this identification, w is a smooth k-form on (1Rn, en) 
if and only if w : IRn x ... x IRn - IR belongs to C(k+I)n and if it is totally skew-
symmetric and k- linear with respect to the last k a1'guments. If a mapping 
F: (M, F) - (IRn, en) has the coordinates FI,"" Fn , then 
TkF: (TkM,TkF) _ (TklRn,Tkcn) = (lR(k+I)n,e(k+I)n) sends (VI, ... ,Vk) 
to (F1(p), ... , Fn(P) , dFI 0 VI, ••• , dFn 0 Vb"" dFt 0 Vk, ... , dFn 0 Vk) for any 
Vb ... ,Vn E TpM, p EM. 
Proof {Theorem 2.2.}. Since w : TkM - IR is a smooth k-form of class 
Cr on (M, F), by Definition 2.9. and the preceding remark, there exist a 
neighbourhood V E TF of p and functions FI , ••• , Fn E Fo, n E IN, and a 
Cr -function (j : 1R(k+I)n _ IR such that 
WI1!'Ol(V) = 
(j 0 (FlO 1fo, ••• , Fn 0 1fo, dFI 0 1fl, ••• , dFn 0 1fI, ••• , dFt 0 1fk, .... 
... ,dFn o1fk )l1!'ol(V)· 
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Let () : TklRn -4 IR be the k-form of class ar defined by 
where in.(k+l)n : IRn -4 lR(k+1)n is given by 
in.(k+l)n(XI, .. . , xn) = (XI, . . " Xn, 0, ... ,0) 
for (XI,'" ,xn) E IRn, 
Let's show that wLr-1(V) = F*(}I1l'-I(v), where F is the map (M, F) -4 (1Rn, en) 
with coordinates Ft, ... , Fn E Fa. 
Consider the aT-function a : IRn -4 IR defined by 
a(xl, ... ,Xn) = 
O"(FI(P),· .. , Fn(P), Xl,··· ,Xn, v2(F1 )" •• , v2(Fn),.", vk(Fl ), ... , vk(Fn)) 
for (XI, . .. ,xn) E IRn and VI, ••• ,Vk E TplRn. 
For the point u = (vl(F1), ... ,Vl(Fn)), we have a(u) = w(VI, ... ,Vk). This 
implies that, for any t E IR we have 
a(tu) - a(tvl(F1)"", tVl(Fn)) 
= w(tVI, V2, . .. ,Vk) 
= ta(u), 
i.e., the function a satisfies (2.17). Thus from Lemma 2.3. it follows that 
a(u) O"(Fl(P) , ... , Fn(P), v1(Ft) ... , v1(Fn), ... , vk(F1), ... , vk(Fn)) 
n 80" 
- L 8 (FI(P),·", Fn(P), 0, ... ,0, V2(F1)'''' 
'1=1 Xn+i1 
.:., V2(Fn)'" ., vk(Ft), ... , vk(Fn)),V1(FiJ. 
Now using the same Lemma 2.3. (k - 1) times, in the similar way, one checks 
that 
W(Vb'" ,Vk) = 
0"(Fl(P),···,Fn(p),V1(F1), ... ,V1(Fn), ... ,Vk(F1)" .. ,Vk(Fn)) 
n 8kO" 
- L 8 8 8 (Fl(p), ... , Fn(P), 0, ... ,0). 
il ..... i",=l Xn+i1 X2n+i2 ••• Xkn+i" 
vl(Fi1 ) • •• vk(Fi,,) (2.18) 
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But, 
F·()(Vt, ... ,Vk) = ()(F.Vl, ... ,F.Vk) 
n akq 
- L 8 a· a (F1(P), ... ,Fn(P)'0, ... ,0). 
i 1 •••• ,ik=1 Xn+i1 X2n+i2'" X~m+ik 
dXi l (F.V1)'" dXik(F.vk) 
n akq 
- L a a a (F1(P), ... ,Fn(P)'0, ... ,O). 
i1o •••• ik=1 Xn+i1 X2n+i2'" Xkn+ik 
Vl(Xi l 0 F) ... Vk(Xik 0 F) 
n akq 
- ilt.~=l aXn+i
1 
aX2n+i2 ... aXkn+ik (F1(p), . .. , Fn(P), 0, ... ,0) 
vl(Fi1 )··· Vk(Fik) 
by using(2.18).O 
Corollary 2.1. [23] Let (M, F) be a differential space and p E M any of 
its points. If there exists a non-degenerate k-form w of class cr (k :5 r) on 
(M, F)) then there is an open neighbourhood V E T:F of P such that (V, Fv) 
can be immersed in the Euclidean space. Moreover) dim Tq(M, F) < +00 for 
anyq E M. 
Proof. We define F and () as in Theorem 2.2.. The mapping F is a 
smooth immersion. Indeed, since w is non-degenerate and w(vt, ... , Vk) = 
()(F.vt, ... ,F.Vk) for all (Vl, ... ,Vk) E TkV, where V is an open set contain-
ing p, F.q is injective for every q E V. Thus 
From the above theorem it follows that, for an arbitrary w E Ak(M) and 
each point p E M, there exists an open neighbourhood V E T:F of the point 
p, and smooth functions Fil ... ik,Fill ... ,Fik E Fv,(i1, ... ,ik) E I c'Nk, such 
that 
(2.19) 
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where I is a certain finite set of indices. 
Another particular result deduced from Theorem 2.2. is : 
. Proposition 2.8. 112] Let (M, F) be a differential space with the differential 
structure F generated by a set Fo = {h, ... , fn}, and let p E M be a point 
such that dim TpM = n. If g : T2 M -t IR is a symmetric, nondegenerate 
2-form of class Ok (k 2:: 2) of signature (r,s) at p, then there exists an open 
neighbourhood U E 1"7'" of p and a pseudo-Riemannian metric 11 of class Ok 
with the signature (r, s) on a certain open subspace of (IRn ,en) such that 
gl'lrOl(U) = F*lIl'1rol(u), 
where F = (h, ... , fn) and 11"0 : T2 M -t M is the projection defined by 
(Vl,V2) -t p, for (Vl,V2) E T;M. 
Proof. There exist a neighbourhood V E 1"7'" of p and a function u : 1R3n -t IR 
of class Ok such that 
gl'lrOl(V) = U 0 (It 011"0,···, fn 0 11"0, dfl 011"1,· •• , dfn 011"1, 
dfl 011"2,·.· ,dIn o1l"2)I'lr01 (v) 
Let 11 : T 2 IRn -t IR be the 2-form defined by 
where l.n,3n: IRn -t 1R3n is the mapping (xt, ... ,xn) H (xt, ... ,xn,O, ... ,O). 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.3., one can check that gl'll"-l(v) = F*lI l'ltOl (V)· 
Since F is smooth, there exists a connected open neightourhood A of the 
point F(p) E IRn such that F-l(A) C V, and 
for q E A. Since F*p is an isomorphism, the signature of 11 at F(p) is (r, s), 
and, consequently, 11 is of signature (r, s) on A. Of course, 11 is a symmetric 
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and nondegenerate2-form on A. If we put U = P-l(A), we have gl1r;l(U) = 
P*'I]I1f01(u), which ends the proof. 0 . 
One can also define global k-forms on a differential space (M, :F). 
Definition 2.11. [9] Any skew-symmetric k-linear mapping 
w : X(M) x ... x X(M) -+ :F 
. is called a global k-form on the d-space (M, :F). 
Let us denote by nk(M) the set of all global k-forms on the d- space (M,:F). 
For any pointwise k-form w E Ak(M) let w : X(M) x ... x X(M) -+ :F be 
the mapping defined by 
W(XI"",Xn)(P) :=W(Xl(P)"",Xn(P», 
where Xl, ... ,Xn E X(M), and p E M. 
It can be easily seen that w is a global smooth k-form on (M, :F). 
Given W,Wt,W2 E nk(M) and f E :F, we put 
(f.w)(Xt, ... , X k) := f·w(X1 , ••• , X k), 
for Xl, . .. ,Xk E X(M). The triple (nk(M), +,.) is an :F-module. 
Definition 2.12. Let (M,:F) be a differential space and k, I E IN. For w E 
nk(M) and { E nl(M), we define the exterior product A : nk(M) X n'(M) -+ 
nHl(M) by the formula 
(w A {)(X1 , • •• ) Xk, XHt,· .. ,XH1) = 
1 
kIll L ·sgnO" W(XU (l»)""Xu(k»{(Xu(k+1)"",Xu(k+l», (2.20) 
•• UESk+1 . 
where Xi E X(M), i = 1, ... , k + 1. 
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Then, we have 
Proposition 2.9. Let (M, F) be a differential space of constant differential 
dimension n and two forms w E nk(M), e E nl(M) (k, 1 E IN). If k + 1 > n, 
. w 1\ e vanishes identically. 
Proof. Since k + 1 > n, there exists an Xi E Xl, ... ,Xk+l which is a linear 
combination of the rest. Thus, (w 1\ O(XI , ... , Xk+l) = O. But Xl,. ':'. ,Xk+1" 
are arbitrary in X(M), and therefore w 1\ e = O. 0 
The direct sum n(M) = EI1k>onk(M), where nO(M) := F, is the space 
of all differential global k-forms on the d-space (M, F) and is closed under 
the exterior product. Thus, n(M) is a graded algebra over IR. Similarly, one 
shows that the triple (A(M), +, 1\), where A(M) := EI1k>oAk(M) and 1\ is 
defined at each point by (2.20), is a graded algebra over IR. 
Definition 2.13. Let (M, F) be a differential space. In the algebra n(M), 
the exterior derivative dk is a map nk(M) ~ nk+I(M) whose action is 
defined by the formulas: 
(i) if f E F, then (dJ)(X) = XU), for X E X(M). 
(ii) if k ~ 1 and w E nk(M), then 
i==l 
where Xi E X (M), i = 1, ... , k + 1. 
It is common to drop the subscript k and write simply d if there is no 
danger of misunderstanding. 
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Proposition 2.10. Let (M, F) be a d-space. The operator d satisfies the 
following well known conditions : 
(i) d is IR-linear 
(ii) d(w A e) dw A e + (_I)degww A de 
(iii) dod = 0 
for any w,e E n(M)'. 
Proof. [9] 0 
Next, we show: 
Proposition 2.11. [12] Let (M,F) be a differential space of a constant dif-
ferential dimension. The mapping (Jor k E IN) h : Ak(M) ~ nk(M) defined 
by 
h(w)(Xl) ... ,Xk)(p) W(XI(P),,,,,Xk(p)), (2.21) 
for any wE Ak(M), Xl, ... ,Xk E X(M), P E M and h = id.F, for k = 0, is 
an isomorphism of F -modules. 
Proof. As it can be easily seen, h is a monomorphism. Indeed, let's assume 
that h(w) O. Then, for any Xl)"" Xk E X(M) and p E M, 
w(X1(p), ... , Xk(p)) = O. 
Therefore, w = O. 
Let g : nk(M) ~ Ak(M) be given by 
g(B)(vI, ... , Vk) = B(XI"" ,Xk)(p) 
for any Vb'" ,Vk E TpM, P E M, Xl) ... ,Xk E X(M), Xi(p) = Vi, i = 
1, ... ,k. We can easily see that for any Xl, ... , X k E X(M) and p EM, 
h(g(B))(Xb"" Xk)(p) = g(B)(XI(p), ... , Xk(p)) 
= (B)(XI'''' ,Xk)(p), 
which demonstrates that h is an isomorphism. 0 
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. ,' .. 
Remark 2.2. In view of formula (2.21), if the differential space is not of a 
constant differential dimension, the graded algebras A(M) and n(M) will not 
necessarily be isomorphic. As we can see, in the graded algebra n(M) there 
is an exterior differentiation, but many difficulties appear when one wants to 
. introduce the operator of pull-back for global forms. On the other hand, in the 
graded algebra A(M) the pull-back operation is well defined, but difficulties 
arise in defining exterior differentiation. In order to get rid of these defects 
we introduce the following construction [9, 12]. 
Let Mk(M), for k 2:: 1, denote the set of all elements W E Ak(M) such 
that, for every point p EM, there exists an open neighbourhood U E 7F of 
p and a family of smooth functions 
for (it, ... , i k- 1 ) E I C INk-I, where I is a finite set of indices, such that 
but 
WI7r-l(U) = L dhl ... ik _ 1 !\ dhl !\ ... !\ dhk_l 
I 
L A ... i k - 1 dA !\ ... !\ dhk_l = O. 
I 
Moreover, for k = 0, we assume MO(M) = {O}, where 0 denotes the real 
function identically equal to zero on M. 
Example 2.4. [9] Consider the set M = {(x, y) E IR? : xy = O}. The 
element W = dx!\ dy E M2(M) since it is a differential of the I-form !xdy-
!ydx = o. Thus, M2(M) =I- o. 
This example shows us that, in general, the set 
Now, we will prove 
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Lemma 2.4. [20] M(M) is a homogeneous ideal in the graded algebra A(M). 
Proof. Let Jl E Mk(M) and W E A'(M) be arbitrary differential forms. We 
. will show that Jl /\ W E M H' (M). 
In fact, let p be an arbitrary point of M. There exist an open neighbourhood 
U E T;: of p and smooth functions fil ... i k_l , fil , ... ,fik- l E Fu, (iI, ... ,ik- 1) E 
I c INk-I, I is finite, such that 
as well as 
Jl!1r-1 (u) = :L: dfil ... ik_l /\ dfil /\ ... /\ dfik_l 
I 
L fil ... ik_l dA /\ ... /\ dfik_l = 0, 
I 
and at the same time, according to (2.19), W E A'(M) has the following form 
W!1r- I(U) = :L:Wit ... ildwit /\ ... /\ dwin 
J 
where Wit ... in Wi1'·· ., Wil E Fu are smooth functions on U and (it, ... ,j,) E 
J c IN', J a certain finite set of indices. 
Observe that 
(2.22) 
and 
:L: d(fil ... ik_l Wit ... il) /\ dfi1 A ... /\ dfi,'_l /\ dwil /\ ... /\ dwil 
= :L:(dfil ... ik_IWil ... il + fil ... ik_1dwil ... il) /\ dfil /\ ... 
. . . /\ dfik_l /\ dWit /\ ... /\ dWil 
= Jl /\ w!1r- I(U)· (2.23) 
From (2.22) and (2.23) it follows that Jl /\ wE Mk+l(M). 0 
Lemma 2.5 .. [20] If (M, F) is a differential space of constant diff.~tential 
dimension, then the homogenous ideal M (M) , E9k~oM k (M) is; 'lhe .zero, 
ideal. 
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Proof. If (M, F) is a differential space of constant differential dimension 
then the mapping: h : A(M) -t n(M), defined by 2.21, is an isomorphism. 
Hence Kerh = {OJ. SO it suffices to show the inclusion . 
M(M) C Kerh. 
In fact, let iJ E Mk+.l(M) and p bean arbitrary point of M. There exist an 
open neighbourhood U E 7:F of thepoint p as well as a family of smooth func-
tions fil ... i",fill""h,. E Fu,(iI, ... ,ik) E I c INk such that the following 
equalities are fulfilled 
iJ 111'-1 (u) = L dfit ... i/< /\ dfil /\ ... /\ dfilc' 
L fil ... i" dfil /\ ... /\ dh" = O. 
Taking the images of these two equations, by means of h , we obtain 
(2.24) 
and 
(2.25) 
Since hu is an isomorphism, it is evident that hu( dfil ... i/c) = d.fil ... i" , hu( dhl) = 
d.1it,. ", hu(dfi") = lit/< E n(U), where d. is a derivation on U. Therefore, 
from (2.24) and (2.25), we obtain 
(2.26) 
and 
(2.27) 
From (2.26) and (2.27) as well as from properties of the exterior derivation 
d. it follows 
Since p was an arbitrary point of M then there, exists an open covering U 
of M such that for each U E U, h(iJ)lu = O. Consequently, h(iJ) = 0, i.e. 
iJ E Kerh. Thus, M(M) = {OJ. 0 
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Lemma 2.4. and Lemma 2.5. prelude an important theorem, proved in 
details in [20}. We don't reproduce the proof here. However, for the sake of 
the theorem, one needs the following. 
Let (M, F) be ad-space, Ak the sheaf U ---+ Ak(U) andMk the sheaf 
. U ---+ Mk(U), where U E TF and k 1,2, .... The sheaf Mk is evidently 
a subsheaf of F-modules of the sheaf Ak, for k ~ 1. Furthermore, let A = 
EBk~oAk and M = EBk~oMk be direct sums of the corresponding sheaves. 
One can see that both sheaves A and M are sheaves of graded algebras, and 
M is a subsheaf of homogenous ideals in the sheaf A. 
Let A = AIM be a quotient presheaf. Let us denote by A the quotient 
sheaf associated with the presheaf A. 
With this notation, we state the following 
Theorem 2.3. Let (M, F) be a d-space. In the graded algebra A(M), there 
exists exactly one operatord: Ak(M) ---+ Ak+1(M), for k = 0,1, ... satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(i) d is an IR-linear mapping, 
(ii) (df)(p) := [dfJp, for any point p E M and any function f E F, 
(iii) d(w 1\ 7]) = d"w 1\ +( _1)degww 1\ d7], for any w, 7] E A(M), 
(iv) dod=o. 
Proof. [20]. 0 
... ~ . 
,.: .~- :." ~ .. ". 
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Chapter 3 
LINEAR CONNECTIONS 
AND RIEMANNIAN 
GEOMETRY 
Calculus on a differential space is assured by the existence of smooth vector 
fields, and the notion of connection on a differential space is not so much 
different from that on a manifold. However, the Christoffel symbols of a 
covariant derivative on a differential space (M,:F) are defined with respect 
to a basis of X(M) and a basis of a differential module W. 
A differential space is Riemannian or Lorentzian if it is endowed with a 
Riemannian or Lorentz metric tensor accordingly. To any smooth metric 
tensor one can assign a covariant derivative, called the Levi-Civita connec-
tion. 
The chapter closes considering contravariant derivatives as a means to gen-
eralize the Levi-Civita connection of a degenerate metric. 
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3.1 Linear Connections, Curvature, and Tor-
• S10n 
.. Throughout the present section, we shall assume that the pair (M, F) is 
a differential space and W is a F-differential module of ¢-linear fields on 
(M,:F). L:r(A, B) will denote the set of all :F-module maps from A to B. 
Definition 3.1. (9] The covariant derivative or linear connection in the F-
differential module W is any mapping 
V E L:r(X(M)j LIR(Wj W)) 
satisfying the condition 
Vv(fW) = ov j.W + f·VvW, (3.1) 
where V E X(M), W E W, f E :F, and Vv : W ---+ W· is a function assign-
ing to every linear field W E W a linear field V v W) called the directional 
derivative of W in the direction V. 
Let V be a covariant derivative in W. By definition, V is a mapping 
which assigns to every V E X(M) another mapping, namely 
(3.2) 
which is a module map over F. It can be easily seen that V has the following 
properties: 
VJvW - fVvW 
VV1+V2W - Vv1W + VV2 W 
VvaW - aVvW 
VV(WI + W2 ) - VyWl + VyW2 
where f E F, V, VI, V2 E X(M), a E IR, W, WI, W2 E W. 
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Let Vi, ... , Vm be a vector basis of the .1'-module X(M), and WI,'" , Wn 
a vector basis of the .r-module W. On account of (3.2) , one has 
VV,Wj = ffjWk 
where ffi E .1', i = 1, ... ,mjj,k = 1, ... ,n. The functions ffj are called 
Christoffel symbols or coordinates or coefficients of the covariant derivative 
V with respect to the bases Vi, ... , Vm and WI, ... , Wn. 
Proposition 3.1. Let VI, . .. , Vm be a vector basis of X(M) and WI, ... , Wn 
a vector basis ofW. [fV = fi~ E X(M),fi E.r, and W = giWi E'W,gi E 
.1', then 
(3.3) 
Proof. The proof utilizes formula (3.1) and properties of V stated above. 0 
It follows that the functions ,k := pail + figiffj are coordinates of 
VvW in the considered bases. Since {fi}, i = 1, ... ,m, and {gil, j == 
1, ... , n, uniquely determine V and W respectively, the functions "l uinquely 
determine the covariant derivative V'vW. 
Definition 3.2. Let X, Y be two vector fields on the differential space (M, :F). 
By the Lie bracket [X, V], we mean the vector field defined by 
[X, Y](f) = X[Y(f)] - Y[X(f)] 
where f E .1". 
Let's note that neither XY nor Y X is a vector field since they invol,ve second-
order derivatives. The Lie bracket [X, Y] , however, involves first order de-
rivatives and is indeed a vector field. 
It's easy to see that the Lie bracket satisfies 
(i) bilinearity 
[a1X1 + azXz, Y] == adXl, Y] + az[X2, V], 
with a, at, az E IR. 
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(ii) skew-symmetry 
[X, Y] = -[Y,X], 
(iii) the Jacobi identity 
[X, [Y, Z]] + [Y, [Z, X]] + [Z, [X, Y]] = O. 
Let V be a covariant derivative in the differential module W. V doesn't, 
in general, preserve Lie brackets, that is to say 
Rxy := [V x, '1y] - '1rX,y] (3.4) 
may not vanish for all X, Y E X(M). 
Proposition 3.2. [9] Let X, Y E X(M) and W E W. RxyW, viewed as a 
function of the three variables X, Y, W is a tensor. 
Proof. Let us prove, for instance: 
f E F. Indeed, 
[V x, V y] (fW) V [X ,y] (fW) 
'1x'ly(fW) - '1y'lx(fW) - 8[x,Yjf.W - f.'1[x,Y]W 
8x {)yf.W + {)yf'lxW +8x f'lyW + f'lx'lyW ~ 
{)y8x f.W 8x f.'1yW - {)yf.'1xW - f'ly'lx W -
8[x,Yjf.W - f'l[x,YjW 
- (8x {)yf - 8y8x f)W - 8[x,Yjf.W + f('1x'lyW-
'1y V x W - '1rX,Yl W) 
Rxy f.W + f.RxyW 
It can also be shown easily that Rux)YW = fRxyW and RX(jY)W = 
fRxyW,f E F. 0 
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Definition 3.3. [12J The curvature tensor of the covariant derivative '\l is 
the mapping R which assigns to any two vectors X, Y E X(M) the mapping 
Rxy. Thus 
R E C.r(X(M) x X(M); Cr(W, W)). 
The curvature tensor is also called the Riema'fLn tensor. 
The following proposition gives two basic properties of the curvature tensor. 
Proposition 3.3. Let X, Y, Z E X(M). Then 
(i) Rxy = -Ryx, 
(ii) '\l x R y z + Rx[y,z] + '\l y Rzx + Ry[z,x} + '\l z Rxy + Rz[x,y] = O. 
Proof.[9]. 0 
Definition 3.4. [9] The multilinear mapping. 
R: X(M) x X(M) x W x W* --+ :F, 
defined by R(X,Y, W,U) U(RxyW), X,Y E X(M),W E W,U E W*, is 
called the scalar curvature tensor. 
Proposition 3.4. [9] If W** = W, i.e. W is reflexive, the scalar curvature 
tensor R uniquely determines the curvature tensor R. 
Proof. W** = W implies that for any linear function L : ,W* --+ :F, there is 
exactly one element V E W such that L(U) U(V), for every U E W*. For 
any fixed elements: X, Y E X(M) and WE W, Rxy W is the only element 
of W such that U(RxyW) = R(X,Y, W,U), for any U E W*. Therefore, in 
the case of a reflexive module W, R uniquely determines R. 0 
Let's assume that the differential space (M,:F) is of a constant differential 
dimension and Vi, ... , Vm a vector basis of X(M), m = dim(M, :F). If 
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WI, ... , Wn is a vector basis of W (n dim W), and WI, . .. , wn its dual in 
W*, clearly one has 
RV;Vj Wk = R~jk W,. 
The functions RLk E F are uniquely determined by the equation 
(3.5) 
Equation (3.5) shows that R~jk are components of the scalar curvature tensor. 
Direct computation from (3.5) gives 
R~jk = (8i rjk - 8jr~k) (rikr~r - rjkr!r) - 'Y:jr~k 
where rfj = Wk(\7 Vi Wj), [Vi, Vj] = 'Y!jV" 8i = \7Vi' 
We next look at the concept of the Ricci tensor. But we first need the 
following digression on the concept of the trace of a (multi ) linear mapping. 
Definition 3.5. [9] Let WI)"" Wn be a vector basis of the F- differential 
module Wand let WI, . .. ,wn be the dual of WI, ... ,Wn in the F -module 
W*. Let L: W --I- W be a linear mapping. The trace of L, trL, is defined to 
be 
i=l, ... ,n. 
Definition 3.5. does not depend on the choice of a particular basis. 
Remark 3.1. Let L : W --I- W be a linear mapping . . For any f E F, we 
have 
where WI, . .. , Wn and WI, ... , wn are as in Definition 3.5 .. 
From (3.6), it follows that, since additivity for tr is clear, 
tr E £.1"(£.1"(Wj W)j F). 
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(3.6) 
Example 3.1. Let V be a n-dimensionallR-vector space and V" its dual. Let 
Vi, ... , Vn and VI, ... , vn be vector bases in V and V" respectively. If a~ are 
coordinates of a linear mapping L E £(V, V), i.e. L(lti) = a{V;, one has 
trL = a~. 
Now, let V be a covariant derivative in the differential module X(M) and 
let R be the curvature tensor of V. We introduce the tensor 
trR E £J."'(X(M) x X(M); F), (3.7) 
defined by 
(trR)xy = tr{Rxy), X,Y E X(M). (3.8) 
Definition 3.6. [12] The tensor 
Ric E £J."'(X(M),X(M);F) 
defined by 
Ric(Y, Z) = trx(Rxy Z), Y,Z E X(M), (3.9) 
for any X E X(M), is called the Ricci tensor. 
Rxy Z, with Y and Z fixed, should be thought of as a linear function 
of the variable X transforming the module X(M) into itself, i.e., Ry Z E 
£J."'(X(M); X(M»). Ric(Y, Z) is the trace of this function (Heller 1991). 
We now wish' to define another object: the torsion tensor. For this pur-
pose we assume that X(M) c W. 
Definition 3.7. [9} Let V be a covariant derivative taking values in the dif-
ferential module W. The torsion tensor of the covariant derivative V is a 
mapping T : X(M) x X(M) ---+ W, given by 
T(X,Y) = VxY - VyX - [X,Y}, 
X,Y E X(M). 
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It can be easily checked that T is a tensor. 
Definition 3.8. Let T is the torsion tensor of the covariant derivative 'V. 
'V is said to be symmetric if T(X, Y) = 0 for all X, Y E X(M). 
The relationship between the curvature and torsion tensors is given by 
the following 
Proposition 3.5. [9] For any X, Y, Z E X(M) 
Rxy Z 'V x(T(Y, Z)) - T(X, [Y, Z]) + RyzX - 'Vy(T(Z, X))-
-T(Y, [Z,X]) + RzxY - 'Vz(T(X, Y)) - T(Z, [X, Y]) = 0 (3.10) 
The proof is straightforward. One uses Lie brackets Jacobi identities. 
Proposition 3.5. leads to the following 
Corollary 3.1. If the covariant derivative 'V is symmetric, then (3.10) be-
comes 
RxyZ + RyzX + RzxY = 0 (3.11) 
Equation (3.11) is called the first Bianchi identity. The second Bianchi 
identity will be deduced from 
Proposition 3.6. If X(M) = W, then 
('VxR)yz - RX,T(Y,Z) + ('VyR)zx - RY,T(Z,X)+ 
+('V zR)xy RZ,T(X,y) = O. (3.12) 
(the coma in. the subscript of the second term introduces a uuseful inconsist-
ency" in the notation). 
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Proof. By using the Leibnitz rule: 
'\1zRx y = ('\1zR)xy + RvzX,Y + Rx,vzY. 
o 
Corollary 3.2. If the covariant derivative is symmetric (3.12) becomes 
('\1 x R)yz + ('\1y R)zx + ('\1 zR)xy = 0 (3.13) 
Equation (3.13) is called the second Bianchi identity. 
If the sequences Vi, ... , Vm ; WI, ... ,Wn and WI, ... , wn are bases in 
X(M), Wand W* respectively, then the coordinates of the torsion tensor T 
in these bases are given by 
or 
Let [Vi, Vi] = ,ij Va and let 
r~. 
IJ 
"k r .. IJ 
Wk ('\1v; W j ) 
Wk ('\1 V; Vi) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
be the coordinates of the covariant derivative in the corresponding bases. By 
direct computation, it is easy to show that 
k "k "k k s T .. = r .. - r" - a "Y •• IJ IJ JI S IIJ (3.16) 
where a! is defined by 
Lemma 3.1. If X(M) = W, the basis Vi, ... ,Vm , in X(M), coincides with 
the basis WI,"" W n , in W, and the coordinates (3.14) of the covariant de-
rivative in the respective bases are equal, i. e. tfj = rfj. In such a case the 
torsion coordinates (3.16) become 
T.~ = r~. - r~. - "Y~. IJ IJ JI IIJ' 
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The simple proof of this lemma is omitted. 
If, in addition, the basis Vi, ... , Vn is abelian, i.e. if [Vi, Vi] = 0, one has 
T·". = r~· - r~· Therefore we see IJ IJ Jl' 
. Proposition 3.7. [9J IfX(M) Wand the basis ofX(M) is abelian, then 
the covariant derivative is symmetric if and only if r;j = rji' 
Under the assumption X(M) = W, let's prove 
Proposition 3.S. [9J If \7 in X(M) is symmetric and the basis Vi, ... , Vn 
of X(M) is abelian, one has 
Ric(X, Y) - Ric(Y,X) + trRXY = 0, (3.17) 
X,Y E X(M). 
Proof. Let's put X = clVi, Y = fJjVi. Then, Equation (3.17) simply be-
comes 
Ric(Vi, Vi) - Ric(Vi, Vi) - trRv;v; = 0. 
But by (3.9), we have 
Ric(Vi, Vi) - Ric(Vj, Vi) - trRv;v; 
yk(RvkVi Vi) - Vk(RvkV; Vi) - trRviV;' 
Using the fact that [Vi, Vi] = ° , for all i,j = 1, ... , n the last equality 
becomes 
Ok(r:j - rji) + (r:j - rji)rt- Oi(rZi - rjk) 
-(rkj rjk)r7s + OJ(rZi - r ik) + (rki - r:k)rjs 
0, since r~. = r~. 0 JI JI' 
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Corollary 3.3. The Ricci tensor Ric is symmetric if and only if tr R = O. 
3.2 Riemannian Geometry 
We now discuss the existence of further structures, namely Riemannian and 
Lorentzian structures, carried by a differential space when it is endowed with 
a metric tensor, which is a natural generalisation of the inner product between 
two vectors in lRn to an arbitrary differential space. 
As in section 3.1, we assume that (M,F) is a differential space and W is 
a F-differential module of f-linear fields on (M, F). 
Definition 3.9. [5] Let g(p) denote a scalar product in the tangent sapce 
TpM, p EM. 
A metric on a differential space (M, F) is a two-covariant, symmetric and 
non-degenerate F -tensor 9 such that 
g(V, W)(p) = g(p)(V(p), W(p)), 
v, WE W, P EM. 
It, for any V, W E W, g(V, W) E F, 9 is said to be smooth, i.e., if 9 E 
£:F(W, Wj F), where the last symbol denotes the set of all bilinear module 
mappings with values in F. 
Theorem 3.1. [5] If 9 is a smooth metric in the differential module W on 
(M, F), every point p of M has a neighbourhood U on which there is a g-
orthonormal vector basis Vl, ... , Vn of the module W, i.e., 
where Ci = g(Vi, Vi) = ±1, i,j = 1, ... , n = dim W. 
Proof. By construction through the standard Gramm-Schmidt g- orthogon-
alisation. 
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The g-orthogonal basis may be ordered so that negative signs, if any, 
come first. The number I of minus signs is called the index of the module 
W. The Gramm-Schmidt g-orthogonalisation ensures that the index I of the 
module W is basis independent. 
Definition 3.10. [5] The pair (W,g), where 9 is a smooth metric in W, 
is called the pseudo-Riemannian differential module. If I = 0 or n 
dim W, (W, g) is said to be Riemannian differential module; if I = 1 or 
n - I, it is said to be Lorentz differential module. 
We shall show that a smooth metric 9 induces a certain covariant deriv-
ative in W. Let's first prove 
Lemma 3.2. [12] Let 9 be a smooth metric on the differential space (M,F). 
For any F-linear mapping c.p : X(M) ---+ F, there exists exactly one vector 
field V E X (M) such that 
c.p(W) = g(V, W) 
for any W E X(M). 
Proof. Let Vi, ... , Vn be a vector basis of the F-module X(M). With respect 
to this basis, we solve for V = aiVi, where a i E F, such that 
c.p(W) = g(V, W) 
for any WE X(M). Substituting for W successively Vi, ... , Vn one obtains 
c.p(Vi) = g(V, Vi), i = 1, ... ,no 
Hence 
c.p(Vi) = aig(Vj, Vi), i,j=l, ... ,n, 
l.e., 
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where the matrix (g(Vj, Vi)ki=l, ... ,n is non-degenerate. By using Cramer 
formulas, one can easily compute aI, ... , an. The functions a i are unique. 
Therefore V is uniquely defined. 
Now, we prove 
Theorem 3.2. [12] For any smooth metric 9 in the F-module W = X(M), 
there is one and only one covariant derivative \7 in X(M) such that. 
Zg(X, Y) 
\7x Y 
for any X, Y, Z E X(M). 
g(\7 zX, Y) + g(X, \7 z Y), 
\7yX + [X,yL 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
Proof. For any X, Y E X(M) let <px,y : X(M) -+ F be the F-linear 
mapping given by 
<px,y(Z) = 1/2(Xg(Y, Z) + Y g(Z, X) - Zg(X, Y) + 
g([X, Yl, Z) + g([Z, X], Y) - g([Y, Z], X)), (3.20) 
for Z E X(M). 
Using (3.18) and (3.19) in (3.20), one obtains 
2<px,y(Z) = g(\7x Y + \7yX + [X, Y],Z) + g(Y, \7x Z - \7zX - [X, Z]) + 
g( X, \7 y Z - \7 z Y - [Y, Z]) 
2g(\7 x Y, Z) 
or 
<px,y(Z) = g(\7 x Y, Z). 
From Lemma 3.2. it follows that \7 x Y is unique. 
Let \7 : X(M) x X(M) 1-+ X(M) be the mapping given by 
\7(X, Y) = \7x Y 
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for X, Y E X(M). One can check easily that \I is a covariant derivative. 
Moreover, it satisfies (3.18)and (3.19). In fact, for any X, Y, Z E X(M), one 
has 
2g(\I zX, Y) + 2g(X, \I z Y) 2<pz,x(Y) + 2<pz,Y(X) 
2Zg(X, V), by virtue of (3.20). 
For the equation (3.19), let's put Z = X in (3.20). Then we have, 
2<px,y(X) = Y g(X, X) + 2g([X, V], X). (3.21 ) 
Applying Equation (3.18) to Y g(X, X), (3.21) becomes 
2<px,y(X) = 2g(\lyX, X) + 2g([X, V], X). (3.22) 
Since 2<px,Y(X) = 2g(\I x Y, X), (3.22) can be written as 
g(\I x Y, X) = g(\ly X, X) + g([X, V], X), 
which ends the proof. 0 
The covariant derivative of Theorem 3.2. is said to be compatible with 
the metric 9 in X(M), and it is called the natural covariant derivative, or 
the Levi-Civita comiection, in X(M). -
In opposition to covariant derivatives in the differential module X(M), 
we define the notion of contravariant derivative to help generalize the Levi-
Civita connection of a degenerate metric. For this purpose, let X*(M) = 
£.r-(X(M),F) be the dual F-module with respect to the symmetric 2-form 
g, i.e., for any X E X(M) let X* E X*(M) be a linear form defined by 
X*(Z) = g(X, Z), for Z E X(M). (3.23) 
Definition 3.11. [25] A mapping \1* : X(M) x X(M) -+ X*(M) is called 
the contravariant derivative in the F-module X(M) if 
(i) \lXl +x~ Y = \lXl Y + \lX2 Y 
(ii) \lj x Y = f\lx Y 
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(iii) VX(Y1 + Y2) = VXY1 + V XY2 
(iv) Vx(fY) = (X f)Y* + jVxY 
If Vi, V2 , •• • , Vn is a F- vector basis of the differential module X(M) then 
one can define the components of V* with respect to the basis in the following 
way: 
for i,j, k = 1, ... , n. On the other hand, for any WE X(M), we have 
V~ Vj(W) - g(Vv• Vj, W) 
- g(f7i v", W) 
- f~Vk*(W) 
(3.24) 
for i,j, k = 1, ... , n. Therefore it is immediate that, for arbitrary X -
I:i;;;;1 oiVi and Y = 'E/J;;;;1 f3i Vj, 
n n 
".. "i' i k * VxY = L..J o'Vi(f3J )Vj* + L..J 0 f3 f ij Vk • (3.25) 
i,i=1 i,i,k=1 
Given the elements fijk E F, i, j, k = 1, ... , n, one can define the contrav-
ariant derivative V* with components fjik using formula (3.24). 
Theorem 3.3. [25] Por an arbitrary symmetric 2-form 9 : X(M) xX(M) -t 
F there exists exactly one contravariant derivative V* : X (M) X X (M) -t 
X*(M) satisfying the following conditions: 
VxY - VyX 
Zg(X, Y) 
for any X, Y, Z E X(M). 
[X, Y]* 
(Vi-X)(Y) + (Vi-Y)(X) 
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3.2 .. 
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(3.26) 
(3.27) 
The contravariant derivative, defined by the Koszul formula 
1 (V:YY)(Z) = 2" {Xg(Y, Z) + Yg(Z,X) - Zg(X, Y)+ 
+g(Z, [X, V]) + g(Y, [Z,X]) - g(X, [V, Z])}, (3.28) 
will be called the contravariant Levi-Civita connection of the symmetric 2-
form g. If, in addition, the basis Vi, ... , V~ of the module X(M) is abelian, 
i.e. [Vi, Vi] = 0 for all i,j = 1, ... ,n, the components of V* have the form: 
where gij = g(Vi, Vi)· 
Now, let 'l/J : X(M) --+ X*(M) be a mapping defined by 
'l/J(X) = X*, (3.29) 
for X E X(M). 
Let us denote by Ker 9 := {X E X(M) : g(X, _) = OJ, the kernel of the 
2-form g. Of course, by virtue of (3.23), Ker 9 = Ker 'l/J. It is easy to show 
that the quotient map -J; : X(M)/Ker 9 --+ X*(M) is a monomorphism, and 
Im'l/J = 1m -J;. Let us observe that for all X, Y E X(M), 
(X + Y)* 
(-X)* 
X*+ Y* 
-X*. 
One can prove that (1m 'l/J, +,.) is a F-module. Let us denote by M the set 
M = {(X, Y) E X(M) X X(M): V:YY Elm 'l/J}. 
Since (1m 'l/J, +,.) is a F-module, it is easy to see that the set M has the 
following properties 
(i) If (X, Y) E M·then (Y,X) EM. 
(ii) If (XI, Y) E M and (X2, Y) EM then (Xl + X2, Y) E M. 
(iii) If (X, Y) EM and f E F then (IX, Y) E M. 
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Proposition 3.9. [25] For an arbitrary 2-1inear symmetric mapping 
9 : X(M) x X(M) - :F, there exists exactly one mapping 
V7 : M - X(M)jKerg satisfying the conditions: 
(1) V7 Xl Y + V7 X2 Y = V7 X1+X2Y' 
(2) V7 f xY fV7xY, 
(3) V7x(Yi + Yz) = V7xYi + V7xYz, 
(4) V7x (JY) = (Xf)Y + f V7x Y, 
(5) V7 X Y - V7 y X = [X, Y], 
(6) Xg(Y, Z) = g(V7 x Y, Z) + g(Y, V7 x Z), 
for (Xl, Y), (Xz, Y), (X, Y), (X, Yi), (X, Yz), (X, Z), (Y, Z) E M and f E 
:F, where [X, Y] is an equivalence class of [X, Y] in the quotient module 
X(M)jKerg. 
Proof Let us define.V7 : M - X(M)jKerg by the formula 
V7x Y = ?,b-I(V7xY)' (3.30) 
It is evident, in view of Theorem 3.3. and the linearity of ?,b-l, that \7 satisfies 
(1) - (6). 0 
Remark 3.2. If 9 is nondegenerate and 1/J : X(M) - X*(M) is an iso-
morphism of :F-modules then M = X(M) x X(M). In this case, we obtain 
V7 which is the Levi-Civita connection of the tensor g. . 
Let's emphasize the fact that Theorem 3.3. holds even if (M,:F) has singular-
ities and 9 is degenerate. In the case when (M,:F) has constant differential 
dimension and 9 is non-degenerate, one can prove that the mapping 1/J in 
(3.29) is an isomorphism and evidently 
M = X(M) X X(M), Kerg = {o}. 
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The notion of the contravariant Levi-Civita connection of 9 gives us a new 
light on the existence of the Levi-Civita connection of an arbitrary symmetric 
tensor on (M, F) (which may be degenerate). This is very important in the 
singular semi-Riemannian geometry (See [15]). 
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Chapter 4 
SOME APPLICATIONS OF 
DIFFERENTIAL SPACES TO 
COSMOLOGY 
In this chapter, we present a brief exposition of singular points on a differ-
ential space, and succinctly describe their classification. Fundamental differ-
ential spaces, which are differential spaces with some sort of boundary, are 
likely to model space-time with singularities. With such special differential 
space, one can prolong a metric tensor to the boundary. 
The description of the differential spaces of the cosmic string and of the Fried-
man universe is the last step of this chapter. Note that the classifiaction of 
singularities presented here is that of Ellis and Schmidt [3]. 
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4.1 Singularities of the Fundamental Differ-
ential Space 
In this section we deal with some applications of the theory of differential 
spaces to relativistic physics. The first question that arises is [12]: if we 
employ differential spaces instead of smooth manifolds to model space-time, 
do we obtain a substantial generalization of general relativity? The answer 
is "yes", provided we use to this end differential spaces with a special type 
of boundary. 
Definition 4.1. [23] The pair ((M,:F), (M,:FM» is a fundamental differen-
tial space (shortly f-d-space) if 
(i) (M,:F) is a differential space 
(ii) M is dense in M 
(iii) (M,:F M) is an. n-dimensional differential manifold. 
C~ndition (i) implies that M contains the boundary and all the limit points 
of M. The set 8M = M - M is called the boundary of the f-d-space 
((M, :F), (M,:FM )). 
Let (( M,:F), (M, :F M » and (( N, G), (N, 9 N» be two fundamental differential 
spaces. ((M x N,:F x G), (M x N, (:F x 9MXN)) is a fundamental differential 
space with the boundary 8(M x N) = 8M x N u M x 8N. 
Definition 4.2. [23] Let ((M,:F), (M,:FM)) be a fundamental differential 
space. 
A boundary point p E 8M is called regular if there exists a neighbourhood U E 
Tj: of p such that the differential subspace (U,:Fu) has constant differential 
dimension n( = dim M). 
The fundamental differential space ((M,:F), (M,:FM)) is said to be regular if 
all the bound.ary points are regular} i. e. the differential space (M,:F) is of 
constant differential dimension. 
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Example 4.1. Let Nt = {(x,y) E 1R2 : y ~ O}, i.e., Nt is the upper half-
plane, and j' = (c2)M. M is considered to be the set {(x,y) E 1R2 : y > OJ. 
The boundary points 8M = {(x, y) EM: y O} are regular . 
. A boundary point is called singular if it is not regular. 
Example 4.2. [23] 'Let M = 1R2 and j' be the differential structure on M 
generated by the set {1f!, 1f2, z}, where 1f}, 1f2 : 1R2 -. IR are natural projections 
and z : 1R2 -. IR is the function defined by 
z(x,y) = Jx 2 + y2, 
for (x, y) E 1R2. 
It is clear that j' defines a 2-dimensional cone. Let M = 1R2 - {(O, O)}. One 
can easily see that (( Nt, j'), (M, j'M )) is a fundamental differential space and 
aM = {(O,O)}. The boundary point (0,0) is singular. In fact, dimT(o,o)M = 
3 and dimTpM 2 for p =I- (0,0). 
Some differential spaces can be viewed as "parts" of a differentiable man-
ifold; they are called differential spaces of class Do. More precisely, a differ-
ential space (M,:F) is said to be of class Do if, for every p E M, there exist 
an open neighbourhood U of p and a differentiable manifold' N such that 
U is diffeomorphic, in the sense of differential spaces,to some open subset 
Vc N, dimN = dim TpM. See [7]. 
Then, we define: 
Definition 4.3. [23] A boundary point p of a fundamental differential space 
((M, j'), (M, j'M)) is said to be of class Do (shortly Do-point) if there exists 
a neighbourhood U E of p such that (U, j'u) is a differential space of class 
Do. . 
A boundary point is called a non-Do-point if it is not of class Do. 
Example 4.3. The boundary points in Examples 4.1. and 4.2. are Drrpoints. 
More precisely, the boundary points in Example 4.1. are Do-regular, and the 
boundary point of Example 4.2. is Do-singular. 
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Example 4.4. (23] Let F be the differential structure on M = 1R2 generated 
by the set {11"1' 11"2} U {fn : n E IN}, where fn : 1R2 -+ IR is the function defined 
by 
for (x, y) E 1R2. 
Let's take M = 1R2 - {(O,O)}. Clearly, M is dense in 1R2, and a neigh-
bourhood (U, Fu) of a point pE M is diffeomorphic to a differential space 
(U, (62)U) since fn(x,y) = 3\j1l"?(X,y) + 1I"Hx,y) E 62. Therefore the pair 
((M,F), (M,FM)) is a fundamental differential space, whose boundary is 
aM = {(O, O)}. The boundary point (0,0) is non-Do-singular since locally at 
(0,0) the space ((M, FM)) is not a differential subspace of IRn for any n E IN. 
In the following example, we provide a case of non-Do-regular boundary 
points. 
Example 4.5. (23] Let N := {~ E IR: n E IN}U{O}. Let 9 be the differential 
struqture on N generated by the set {idN}U{fn : n E IN}, where fn: N -+ IR, 
for n E IN, is defined by 
fn(x) = 3ytX 
for x E N. The space N - {O} is discrete, therefore dim Tx(N, Q) = 0, for 
x =I- 0. Furthemore, since & ;}Xlo doesn't exist, dim Tx(N, Q) = ° for all 
xEN. 
Let us take the cartesian product (M ,F) = (N X 1R2, 9 X 62) and let M = {1 E . 
_ n 
IR : n E IN} X 1R2. Clearly, M is a bundle of parallel Euclidean planes. It is a 
2-dimensional differential manifold. Therefore the pair ((M,F),(M,FM)) is 
a fundamental differential space. For any point p E M, we have dimTpM = 
dim TpN + dim TpIR2 = 2. Thus (M, F) is a differential space of constant 
differential dimension 2, and the boundary points are regular. And since any 
neighbourhood of any boundary point, in M, is disconnected the boundary 
points are non-Do. Hence, the boundary points are non-Do-regular. 
Now, let us employ fundamental differential spaces to model space-time. 
We will assume in the following definition that the pair (( M, F), (M, F M)) 
is a fundamental differential space. 
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Definition 4.4. [23] The pair ((£1,P), (M,g» is said to be a Ok-differential 
space-time if (M,g) is an n-dimensional Ok_ Lorentz submanifold. 
The set 8M = £1 - M is called the boundary of the Ok-differential space-
time. The Ok-Lorentz metric 9 is said to be extendible on the boundary 8M 
if there exists a Ok Lorentz metric y on (£1, P) such that 9 = tMy, where 
tM : M -+ £1 is the inclusion mapping. 
Example 4.6. [23] Let £1 = {(x,y,z) E 1R3 : x = 0 or y = O} and let P 
be the differential structure on £1, induced from C3, i.e., P = (c3hi. Let us 
consider the axis 0 Z to be the time-like axis. Then the metric 
( 1 0 0) y = 0 1 0 o 0 -1 
is an extension of the Lorentz metric from the space-time (M,g), which is 
({(x,y,z) EM: y:f. OJ, 0 1 0 )l±J (
00 0), 
, 0 0 -1 
( 1 0 0) ({(x,y,z) EM: x:f. O}, 0 0 0 ), 001 
(l±J denotes the disjoint union between these two 2-dimensiqnal Minkwoski 
spacetimes ). The axis 0 Z ,is the boundary of the differential space-time 
((£1, P), (M,g)). 
An important question arises as to whether it is possible to uniquely 
prolong geometric objects, i.e. vector fields, k-forms, covariant derivatives 
from M to £1. The answer to this question turns out to be positive [24]. 
Let's show it. 
Proposition 4.1. Let ((£1,P), (M,g)) be a Ok-differential space-time. Let 
Xl, X 2 E X(£1),wl,w2 E fl(£1) and VI, V 2 be covariant derivatives on 
(£1 , p). If :: , 
XI!M -: X 2 !M, wIIM = W2!M, VIIM = V 2 1M, 
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then 
Proof. For any function f E F, we have 
XI(J)I~ = XI!M(JIM) = X21~(JIM) = X2(J)IM. 
Since M is dense in M, X1(J) X2(J) for any f E F. Thus Xl =X2~ k - . -Now, let Wl,W2 En (M), and Xt, ... ,Xk E X(M). We have 
WI (Xl, ... ,Xk)IM - WI IM(XI 1M, : .. ,XkIM) 
- w2IM(X1 IM, ... ,Xk !M) 
- W2(Xt, ... , Xk)IM. 
Since M is dense M, WI(X1, ... ,Xk ) = W2(Xl,""Xk) for XI, ... ,Xk E 
X(M). Therefore, WI = W2. 
In analogous way, one proves that VI V 2. 0 
The following corollary is immediate. 
Corollary 4.1. If geometric objects on M have prolongations to M, they 
are unique. 
Whether it is possible to prolong the Lorentz metric 9 from the manifold 
M to the base space' M of the Ck-differential space-time «M, F), (M, FM» 
motivates the following definition. 
Definition 4.5. [24J A boundary point p E 8M is said to be g-metric if there 
exist a neighbourhood U E 7:/, ofp and a C k Lorentz metric 9 on (U,Fu) such 
that 
glUnM = giUnM. 
A point p E 8M is a non-metric point if it is not a g-metric point. 
Example 4.7. Let 9 = t'MTJ be the metric on the submanifold M from Ex-
ample 4.1., where TJ is the Minkowski metric on (1R2 ,cz). The metric 9 ~ tA4H 
is an extension of 9 onto M. Every point p E 8M is Do-g-metric regular. 
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Proposition 4.2. [23] Let ((M,:F),(M,g)) be a Ck-differential space-time. 
If a point p E 8M is g-metric and k 2:: 2, then there exist a neighbourhood 
V E T:f of p and the integer m E IN such that 
dimTq(M,:F) :::; m 
for q E V. 
Proof. From Corollary 2.1. it follows that there exist an open neighbourhood 
V E T:f of p and a mapping F : (V,:tv ) ~ (IRm, cm) such that F*q is injective 
for q E V. Therefore 
for any q E V. 
Example 4.8. [2~ Let IRIN be the set of all real sequences, i.e., 
The projection of [RIN onto the i-th coordinate is given by 
IN for x = (Xi) E IR . 
Let elN be the differential structure on [RIN generated by the set {7ri : i E IN}. 
Let us put 
Mi = {x E [RIN : Xi = 0 for j #- i}, i E IN. 
The set Mi is the i-th coordinate line of the infinite dimensional space IRIN. 
Let M := UielNMi and:F := (elN hI, M = M - in}. The differential space 
(M,:F) is such that dimToM = 00 and dimT:p;M = 1, for any x #- O. Since 
M is one-dimensional manifold, dense in M, the pair (( M, F), (M, F M)) is 
a fundmental differential space. A nd since dim To( M,:F) = 00, there is no 
non-degenerate 2-form of class Ck(k 2:: 2) in a neighbourhood of the singular 
point (0) E IRIN. . 
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Now, let's see how from a Lorentz metric, on a differential space (M,:F), 
and a Riemannian metric, on a differential space (N, Q), one can construct 
a Lorentz metric on the product space (M x N,:F x Q). 
For this purpose we need the following: 
Lemma 4.1. Let (p, q) E M xN be an arbitrary point. Let VI, •.• , Vm E TpM 
be a vector basis of TpM, and let Ul! •.• ,Un E TqN be a vector basis of TqN. 
The sequence . 
Wl (jq)"PVI , ... , w~ = (jq),.pvm , 
Wm+l = (jP),.qUl , •.. , W m +n = (jp),.qUn , 
where jq : M -+ M x N,jq(p) = (p, q), and jp : N -+ M x N,jp(q) = (p, q), 
is a vector basis ofT(p,q)(M x N). 
Proof. We know that the vectors WI, ••• ,Wm and Wm+l, ••• , W m +n 
are linearly independent, because jp and jq are embeddings. 
Now, suppose there exist at, ... , am E :F x Q such that 
i=I, ... ,n. 
Then 
for f E:F. More explicitly, we have 
or 
Ui(J(p» aI(p, q)Vl(J(P» + ... + am(p, q)vm(f(p», 
which will infer that Ui E TpM if there is a non-zero function aj E :F x Q,j = 
1, ... , m. Therefore, Wm+i, i = 1, ... , n, can not be a linear combination of 
WI, . .• , W m · Thus, extending this argument, the sequence WI,"" W m +n is a 
vector basis of T(p,q)(M x N). 0 
Proposition' 4.3. [23] Let 9 : T2M -+ IR be a Ok Lorentz metric on (M,:F), 
h : T2 N -+ IR a Ok Riemannian metric on (N, Q) and f : M -+ (0, +00) a 
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smooth function of class C k on (M,F). Then, the 2-form 9 : T2(M x N) -+ 
IR, defined by 
for (WI, W2) E T2(M'x N), is a Ck Lorentz metric on (M x N, F x Q), where 
7r : T( M x N) -+ M x N is the natural projection. 
Proof. Let (p, q) E M x N be an arbitrary point. Let VI, ••• ,Vm E TpM be 
a vector basis of TpM such that 
and let UI, ..• ,Un E TqN be a vector basis of TqN such that 
(
10"'0) o 1 ... 0 
(h(ui,uj))= : : ". : . 
o 0 ... 1 
WI (jq)",pvt, "., Wm = (jq)",pvm , 
Wm+I = (jp)",qUb , .. , W m+n = (jp)",qU n 
form a vector basis of T(p,q)(M x N) such that 
o 
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I 
r 
o 
1 
o 
1 
-1 
o 
f(p) 
f(p) 
Thus 9 is a C k Lorentz metric on (M x N,:F x Q). 0 
Example 4.9. Let (N, Q) be the differential space from Example 4.5. and 
(M, F) be the differential space from Example 4.6.. Then the 2-form 7rig, 
where 9 d7rf + d7ri - d7r~, is a Lorentz metric on (M X N, F x Q). The 
pair ((M x N,:F x Q), (M x No) (7rig» is a differential space-time, where 
No := {~ E IR : n E IN}. It is clear that dimT(p,o)(M x N) = 3,p E M, 
and dimT(p,x)(M x N) = 2,x E No. It follows that the boundary points are 
singular. The boundary points are also non-Do since any neighbourhood of a 
boundary point is disconnected. One can also check that the boundary points 
are g-metric. Therefore, the boundary points are non-Do-g-metric singular. 
4.2 Differential Space of a Cosmic String 
In the present section, we define a differential space which describes the 
external gravitational field of the cosmic string as a manifold with singularity. 
Let us consider the Levi-Civita metric [17] 
(4.2) 
where, t, z E (-00,00), r E (0,00), (} E [0,27r - 6.),6. E (0, 27r). The metric 
(4.2) is interpreted as describing the external gravitational field of a straight 
cosmic string ([28, 13, 4]). 
Let C(4) = {p E IRs: [(Zl)2 + (z2)2]k = az4}, wherep= (ZO,Zt, Z2,Z3,Z4), 
a E IR, be a 4-dimensional hypersurface immersed in 1R5. The set of singular 
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points of this hypersurface has the explicit form 
Now, we will describe C(4) with its singular points as a finitely generated 
differential space. 
Let P := 1R2 X [0,00) x [0,27r] be a "parameter space", and ai : P -+ 
IR, i = 0,1, ... ,4, real-valued functions parametrizing the hypersurface C(4) 
as follows 
zO ao(q) .- t, 
zl 
- a1(q) P cos ¢>, 
Z2 a2(q) .- P sin ¢>, (4.3) 
Z3 a3(q) z, 
Z4 a4(q) ap, 
for q = (t, z, p, ¢» E·F. With respect to this parametrization of the hyper-
surface C\ the metric (4.2) becomes 
or 
ds 2 = -dt2 + (a2 + l)dp2 + p2d¢>2 + dz2 
By identifying (4.2) and (4.3), one obtains 
2 1 2-1 
r = p(a + 1)2,(} = ¢>(a + 1)2. 
(4.4) 
Proposition 4.4. Let P be the differential structure, on the parameter space 
- 2 . P = IR x [0,00) X [0,27r], generated by {ao,al, ... ,a4}, z.e., 
P = Gen {ao, aI, ... , a4}' The differential space (p, P) is not Hausdorff. 
Proof. Indeed, none of the functions ai, i = 0,1, ... ,4, distinguishes the 
points (t,z,p,O) and (t,z,p,27r). 0 
Let PH be a Hausdorff equivalence relation on the space F~ti'~. that 
for any qbq2 E F, Q1PHq2 ¢} ai(Ql) = ai(Q2), i = 0,1, ... ,4. LeCP-
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Gen{ ao, a1, ... ,a4} be the differential structure on P := P / PH. The func-
tions ai, i = 0,1, ... ,4, are defined by: 
ai([p]) = Qi(p) (4.5) 
for PEP. 
For the sake of the following theorem, we need the following 
Lemma 4.2. [21] Let (M,F) be a Hausdorff differential space with F = 
Gen{!t,h, ... ,fn}' The mapping F: M -+ IRn, F:= (fhh, ... ,fn), is a 
diffeomorphism onto the image (F(M), (cn)F(M»)' 
Proof. Since (M, F) is Hausdorff, the mapping F is one-to-one. Therefore 
F: M -+ F(M) is a bijection. 
The mapping F is smooth. In fact, for any wE Cn) since F = Gen{fll"" fn}, 
w(!t, 12,· .. , fn) E F . 
. Now, let (J E Cn' Then 
Thus F-1 is also smooth. 0 
Theorem 4.1. [6] The differential space (P, P) is diffeomorphic to the dif-
ferential space (C!\ (CS)C(4») which is a differential space of (IRs, cs). 
Proof. On the strength of Lemma 4.2., the mapping F : P -+ IRs, F := 
(ao, a1,' .. , a4) is a diffeomorphism of (P, P) onto the image (F(P), (CShf(P»)' 
In view of formulae (4.3) and (4.5), F(P) = C(4). Therefore F : (P,P) -+ 
(C(4), (CS)C(4») is the diffeomorphism onto a differential subspace of (IRs, es). 
o 
From Theorem 4.1., it follows that the pair (P, P) represents the dif-
ferential space of a cosmic string with singularity. Singular points of the 
space P are points of the form [(t, z, 0, q;)], where t, z E IR, q; E [0, 21rJ, since 
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P[(t,z,O,¢)] (t,O,o,z,O) E S. Let us denote the set of all singular points 
of P by po, and let P = P_po. It follows that the mapping Pip: (P, PI') .-....+ 
(0(4) - S, (65)0(4)_8) is a diffeomorphism. But (0(4) - S, (65)0(.)-8) is the 
space-time manifold of the cosmic string, consequently the d-space (P, P) can 
. regarded as an extension of the space-time manifold (0(4) - S, (65)0(.)-8) of 
the cosmic string onto the singularity (see [6]). 
Now, let's discuss the dimensionality of the differential space of a cosmic 
string with singularity, the existence of smooth vector fields on it, and the 
possibility to extend. Lorentz metric onto singular points. 
Proposition 4.5. [6] Let (P, P) be a differential space of a cosmic string 
with singularity. For any singular point pEP, dimTpP = 5. 
Proof. The set of generators {ao, ab' .. ,a4} c P satisfies condition (1.3) 
of Theorem 1.2. at any singular point p E po. In fact, for any p E po, 
~lp(a2(z4)2 _ (Zl)Z _ (zZ)Z) = 0, 
oz' 
i = 0,1, ... ,4. Therefore, by using Theorem 1.2., the set {ao, ab' .. , a4} is 
differentially independent at p E po. Hence, on the strength of Corollary 
1.1., dimTpP = 5. 0 
Remark 4.1. For any pEP := P - po, dimTpP = 4. Indeed, we showed 
earlier that the mapping Flp is a diffeomorphism of P onto the 4-dimensional 
manifold 0(4) - S. 
It is worthwhile to notice that smooth vector fields on the d-space (P, P) 
exist. For example, the vector fields Vo, Vi, V2, V3 : P .-....+ P, given by 
Vo(ao) =1, Vo(ai) =0, fori=1,2,3,4 
Vi(at} = 1, Vi(ai) = 0, for i = 0,2,3,4 
V2(az) = 1, V2(ai) = 0, for i = 0,1,3,4 
V3(a3) = 1, V3(ai) = 0, for i = 0,1,2,4 
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_'. J 4.6) 
are smooth. Let's note that we can not have a vector field V4 such that 
lI.&(a4) = 1 and lI.&(ai) = 0, for i = 0,1,2,3 at any point pE P because 
cos ¢ V4( a4) + sin ¢ V4( a2) = 3. 
a 
• A 
at any pEP. 
Another striking property of the differential space (P, 'P) representing the 
cosmic string with singularity is that the Lorentz metric can be "extended" 
to singular points. See [6]. Let i : C(4) _ IRs be the immersion mapping, and 
F: P - C(4) the diffeomorphism appearing in the proof of Theorem 4.1.. It 
is easy to see that the mapping i 0 F, defined in the following commutative 
diagram 
C(4) 2 IRS 
.. 
F 1 
P 
is a diffeomorphism of Ponto ioF(P). Therefore if we pull-back the Lorentz 
metric 1](5) = (-1,1,1,1,1) from 1R5 to P, r, := (i 0 F)"'1](S), we obtain the 
Lorentz differential space of a cosmic string with singularity. In view of 
formula (4.3) and (4.5), one obtains 
r, ::;: _(daO)2 + (dcit}2 + (da2)2 + (da3)2 + (da4)2. (4.7) 
The metric r, is smooth in spite of change in dimensionality. At regular 
points, (4.7) coincides with (4.2). 
Another interesting example is the differential space of the Closed Fried-
man Universe, filled with radiation. Its metric has the form 
ds2 = a2(1])( -d1]2 + dX2 + sin2x(d(P + sin20d¢2)), (4.8) 
where a(1]) = alsin1], 1],X,O E (0,71"), ¢ E [0,271"], and at is a constant. 
Let 
p := {p: p = (1], X, 0, ¢) E (0,71") X [0,71"] X [0,71"] X [0,271"]} 
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be a "parameter space", and let ai : P -+ IR, i = 0,1, ... ,4, be the paramet-
rizing functions, given by: 
Zo = afT] =: ao(p) 
Z1 = a1 sin 'l] cos X =: a1(p) 
Z2 = a1 sin 'l] sin X cos f) =: a2(p) (4.9) 
Z3 = a1 sin 'l] sin X sin f) cos </> =: a3(p) 
Z4 = a1 sin 'l] sin X sin f) sin </> =: a4(p) 
with pEP. 
The d-space (p, P), P = Gen {ao, a1, ... , a4}, is not Hausdorff; indeed, 
ai('l], x, f), 0) = ai('l],x, f), 27r), i = 0,1, ... ,4. 
Let us introduce a Hausdorff equivalence relation PH on the space P such 
that for any PbP2 E P, P1 PH P2 <* ai(P1) = ai(P2), i = 0,1, ... ,4. Let 
P:= Gen{aO,ab ... ,a4},ai([p]):= ai(p), for P E P,[P] E P. As in the 
previous example, we formulate the following result. 
Theorem 4.2. [7] The d-space (P, P) is diffeomorphic to the background 
manifold of the Closed Friedman world model with radiation. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1.. 
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